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long waited two commissions, Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and
Commission of Investigation on Enforced Disappeared People (CIEDP) were finally
established after nine years of signing CPA; however the formation of these commissions has been
widely criticized on the grounds that these did not meet the internationally accepted standards.
The TJ mechanisms have been established to address decade long conflict related incident in
Nepal however, the process and mechanism is not being able to reflect the best practices and
has undermined the basic principles of human rights and humanitarian law. There are issues of
significant concerns in the act which jeopardizes the process of transitional justice raising the
question of its legitimacy.
The power of the commissions to recommend amnesties for gross violation of international
human rights, avoidance or delay in criminal investigation and prosecution, insufficient guarantee
of independence and impartiality have become a major concern of the act which needed an
amendment. Apparently acting at behest of political parties, the recommendation committee did
not propose independent experts as TRC and CIEDP members.
The major objective of these commissions is to resolve the conflict-era related cases through
a reconciliation process between the perpetrators and the victims and it is very important that the
principles of transitional justice should be applied not the principles of criminal justice. If not, the
action may not win international legitimacy.
The National Human Rights Commission has also expressed its concern over the inherent
deficiency of the legislative arrangement and has already recommended the government to amend
the Act as per the international standard. It is a mandatory obligation for the Nepal government
to follow the treaty obligation especially under ICCPR. UN Rights body has also urged Nepal
government once again to formulate the Transitional Justice Act and procedures for the transitional
justice bodies in line with international standards and principles and hinted of not recognizing the
TJ process under the existing legal and procedural framework.
In context of Nepal, the impunity culture is prevailing in society as there is lack of fear of
punishment, inadequate laws and enforcement due to the government’s apathy towards responding
human rights violations issues.
It is very important for the Nepal government to amend the TJ Act without any delay to
avoid accountability disaster. The case of Col. Kumar Lama has already convinced that universal
jurisdiction is not just a “hoax”. It has proved that perpetrators “can be” tried in foreign land if they
evade law of the state they belong to.
It is important to understand that Transitional Justice mechanism can play a vital role in
laying a foundation for a peaceful society especially in a post-conflict society. The amendment draft
bill has been prepared by the concerned authority however it is still in a process to be finalized. If
the government gets it right in the amendment process, there is still hope for the justice but if it
fails, the country will have a long-term devastating effect resulting in motivating impunity culture
in Nepal.

Advocate Barun Ghimire *

Transitional Justice:
Question of Accountability
in Nation plagued by Impunity
The trend of prosecution of those involved in human rights violation in Nepal
before conflict era has been a disappointing experience. The mechanism installed
to probe into the human rights violations to bring the perpetrator to justice has
failed miserably.
The context
he culture of impunity in Nepal has a
long-standing history. Impunity is widespread in Nepal and
worse still, it is almost taken for
granted. The lack of fear of punishment, inadequate laws, and
ineffective law enforcement compound the problem. The problem
is both cultural and structural.
Cultural because of its apparent
acceptance, but we don’t know if
this apparent cultural acceptance
of impunity has resulted from the
fact that people have had little
opportunity to experience justice
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being done in order to demand
more. The problem is also structural because of the obstacles
related to enforcement of laws
and bringing criminals to justice.
The culture of impunity is guaranteed by political protection
and/or corruption.1 The county is
plagued by impunity to such an
extent that Mr. Kapil Shrestha, a
former member of National Human Rights Commission termed
Nepal as “the Republic of Impunity and Injustice” in view of
government’s apathy towards responding the human rights violation issues.2

Despite the rhetoric involving legal and political commitment, the reality has often
been very disappointing. The
study report published by ICJ
reports that notwithstanding the
potential role of Commission of
Inquiry in the investigative process and despite number of ad
hoc mechanisms that have been
constituted in Nepal to address
human rights violation issues, inquiry commissions have been ineffective at best, and in many cases have promoted impunity rather than provided accountability.3
The trend of prosecution of those

Specializes in human rights practice and is involved as teaching faculty in Purbanchal University and Tribhuvan University.
Bhattarai, B., Mainalai, M., Ghimere, J., & Upadhyay, A. (1999, September). Impunity in Nepal an Exploratory Study. Retrieved
September 20, 2016, from https://asiafoundation.org/resources/pdfs/nepalimpunity.pdf.
Minutes of Accountability Watch Committee (AWC) meeting with Mr. Sam Zarifi (Asia Pacific Director, ICJ) & Mr. Ben Schonveld
(South-Asia Regional Director, ICJ). (2013, January 28). Retrieved September 20, 2016, from http://www.awcnepal.org/index.php/
activities.
International Commission of Jurists (2012, June). COMMISSIONS OF INQUIRY IN NEPAL: DENYING REMEDIES,
ENTRENCHING IMPUNITY. Retrieved September 21, 2016, from http://nepalconflictreport.ohchr.org/files/docs/2012-06-00_
report_icj_eng.pdf.
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involved in human rights violation in Nepal before conflict era
has been a disappointing experience. The mechanism installed
to probe into the human rights
violations to bring the perpetrator to justice has failed miserably.
The inaction in human rights
violations reflects a worrying sign
towards transitional justice process as well. The Comprehensive
Peace Agreement has formally
ended the conflict but the injustices of the era are yet to be dealt
with.4 The conflict era witnessed
systematic cases of human rights
violations and the outrageous
reality of the conflict has been
well documented. The demands
of justice and the claims of punishment for perpetrator has been
carried on for a decade now.
Transitional Justice Apparatus
in Nepal
The United Nations defines Transitional Justice (TJ) as
a full range processes and mechanisms associated with a society’s
attempt to come to terms with a
legacy of large-scale past abuses,
in order to ensure accountability, serve justice and achieve reconciliation.5 The concept of TJ
encompasses the set of judicial
and non-judicial measures that
redress the legacies of massive
human rights abuses. These accepted measures include crimi-

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Act, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and the
Commission of Investigation on
Enforced Disappeared Persons
(CIEDP) has been formed in
February 2015, after eight years
of effort.
The TJ related act currently in force is a result of eight
years of endeavors and multiple
unsuccessful attempts. Despite
the wide range of discourses relating to TJ and its requisite elements, the legislation has failed
to maintain coherence with in-

The trend of prosecution of those involved in human rights violation in Nepal before conflict era
has been a disappointing experience. The mechanism installed to probe into the human rights
violations to bring the perpetrator to justice has
failed miserably.
(1996-2006). The TJ mechanism
in Nepal has its legal origin in the
Article 33 of the Interim Constitution of Nepal, 20078 which is
derived from the commitment
specified in clause 5.2.5 of the
Comprehensive Peace Accord
which marked the end of armed
conflict in Nepal.9 The TJ process
in Nepal is currently guided by
The Enforced Disappearances
Enquiry, Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act, 2014
(the Act).10 As provided in the

ternational law, victim’s aspirations, and commitment towards
justice. The TJ apparatus adopted
in Nepal has an inherent deficiency which restrains it from
attaining the mandate entrusted
to it. This raises a serious question on government’s willingness/intent to form an effective
TJ mechanism aligned with the
international legal standards and
obligations despite the repetitive
rhetoric of adherence.

Peace Agreements: Nepal. (2006, November 30). Retrieved 2016, from http://www.usip.org/publications/peace-agreements-nepal
UN. (2010, March). GUIDANCE NOTE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL United Nations Approach to Transitional Justice.
Retrieved September 20, 2016, from https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/files/TJ_Guidance_Note_March_2010FINAL.pdf
What is Transitional Justice? (n.d.). Retrieved September 21, 2016, from https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice
UN. (2010, March). GUIDANCE NOTE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL United Nations Approach to Transitional Justice.
Retrieved September 20, 2016, from https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/files/TJ_Guidance_Note_March_2010FINAL.pdf
Art. 33, Interim Constitution of Nepal, 2007. Full text available at: http://www.consulat-nepal.org/IMG/pdf/NEPAL_
CONSTITUTION_2007.pdf
Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) concluded between the Government of Nepaland the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist)
on November 21, 2006. Unofficial translation available at: http://www.usip.org/sites/default/files/file/resources/collections/peace_
agreements/nepal_cpa_20061121_en.pdf
The Enforced Disappearances Enquiry, Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act, 2014, available at: http://trc.gov.np/base/file/
actsrulesguidelines.pdf
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nal prosecutions, truth commissions, reparations programs, and
various kinds of institutional
reforms.6 The TJ apparatus relied by the Country may vary as
per the contextual requirement
however, it must be in conformity with international legal norms
and obligations arising thereof.7
In the context of Nepal,
the TJ mechanism aims at dealing with the serious violation of
human rights and crime against
humanity committed in course of
the decade-long armed conflict

The attempts do not meet the
Obligation
The current Act fails to
meet the minimum legal obligation and fails to comply with the
norms of international human
rights and humanitarian law.
The Act has drawn widespread
criticism for its failure to comply with the international legal
norms and obligation of Nepal

sions to recommend amnesties for gross violations of
international human rights
law or serious violations of
international humanitarian
law.12
ii) The powers granted to the
Commission that could
result in the avoidance or
delay of criminal investigations and prosecutions.13

The current Act fails to meet the minimum
legal obligation and fails to comply with the norms
of international human rights and humanitarian
law. The Act has drawn widespread criticism for
its failure to comply with the international legal
norms and obligation of Nepal arising thereof.
arising thereof. There are issues
of significant concerns included
in the Act which jeopardizes
the TJ process and questions the
legitimacy of the process. The
OHCHR Technical Note11 has
identified the following major
concerns embodied in the Act:
i) The power of the Commis11.

12.
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iii) The broad authority to the
commission to facilitate
reconciliation,
including
without the consent of the
victim.14
iv) Need of clear, consistent use
of specific terms used in the
Act, including “serious violation of human rights”, “act

of disappearing a person”
and “reparations”.15
v) The Act does not provide
sufficient guarantees of independence and impartiality for the Commissioners
and the operation of the
Commission itself.16
vi) Failure
to
incorporate
measures of ‘satisfaction’ and
‘guarantees of non-recurrence’ under victim’s right to
reparation.17
Further, the Act has also
been subjected to criticism by
the experts including Vague delineation of the mandate of both
commissions, No criminalization
of enforced disappearances and
other serious crimes, Role of the
Attorney-General, The Special
Court, The role of disciplinary
sanctions, Confidentiality of information, Relationship to ongoing prosecutions in the normal
criminal justice system, Protection of witnesses, Lack of provisions addressing the needs of
women and children, and Lack
of clarity on vetting.18

OHCHR. (2016, February 16). Nepal: OHCHR position on UN support to the Commission on Investigation of Disappeared
Persons and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission: 16 February 2016. Retrieved September 20, 2016, from http://www.ohchr.org/
Documents/Countries/NP/Nepal_UN osition_supportTRC_COIDP_Feb2016.pdf & OHCHR. (2014). OHCHR Technical Note:
The Nepal Act on the Commission on Investigation of Disappeared Persons, Truth and Reconciliation, 2071 (2014) – as Gazetted 21
May 2014. Retrieved September 21, 2016, from http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/NP/OHCHRTechnical_Note_Nepal_
CIDP_TRC_Act2014.pdf
Section 25 (2), Section 26(2), and Section 26(4) of The Enforced Disappearances Enquiry, Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act,
2014.
Sections 13(2), (3) and Section 29(1), (2), and (4) of The Enforced Disappearances Enquiry, Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act,
2014.
Section 22 and Section 25(2) of The Enforced Disappearances Enquiry, Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act, 2014.
Section 2(j) defines “serious violation human rights” as a range of acts that are “committed systematically or targeting against unarmed
person or civilian population during the armed conflict.” section 26(2), which concerns the amnesty, uses the term “rape and other crimes
of serious nature”, while section 26(4a) refers to “gross violation of human rights”; The Enforced Disappearances Enquiry, Truth and
Reconciliation Commission Act, 2014.
Section 3-12 of The Enforced Disappearances Enquiry, Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act, 2014.
Section 2(e) of the Act defines “reparation” as “compensation, facility or concession made available to the victims as stipulated in section
23.” Section 23(1) provide for a broader understanding of “reparation”, including “compensation, restitution or rehabilitation or any
other appropriate arrangement to the victim.” Section 24(2) specifies a number of facilities and measures that may be recommended
as reparations according the situation of a victim of their family. Additionally, section 24 provides processes for returning seized or
confiscated property and recommending compensation for the actual loss incurred due to the seizure or confiscation; The Enforced
Disappearances Enquiry, Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act, 2014.
Sharma, M. (2014, May 23). TRC Act breaches int’l law and decisions of the Supreme Court of Nepal. Setopati. Retrieved September
20, 2016, from http://setopati.net/opinion/1740/TRC-Act-breaches-int’l-law-and-decisions-of-the-Supreme-Court-of-Nepal/
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The existing legislative arrangement has undermined the
decision of the Supreme Court of
Nepal in order 069-WS-0057 of
26 February 201519, which held
that any provisions of the Act
that serve to compromise this
judicial role are invalid, including the power to grant amnesties,
powers to divert such cases from
the courts or to otherwise interfere in such cases.
The National Human
Rights Commission has also
expressed its concerns over the
inherent deficiency of the legislative arrangement and has recommended the government to
amend the Act in line with the
international legal obligation.
The same concerns and recommendation of amendment of
the Act have been made by the
Human Rights Committee in its
concluding observation as well.
The interim report presented by the TRC commission
on Magh 24, 2072 has further
reinforced the concerns relating
to the inherent deficiency. The
commission has identified lack
of definition of terms in the Act,
non-formulation of laws as per
jurisdiction of the commission,
lack of financial independence,
and noncompliance with the de19.
20.

22.

23.
24.

Commission on Investigation of
Disappeared Persons, Truth and
Reconciliation Act in compliance
with the Supreme Court ruling
of 26 February, 2015 in order to
uphold international standards
relating to accountability for
gross violations of international
human rights and international
humanitarian law.”23 The proper
legislative arrangement for TJ

The National Human Rights Commission
has also expressed its concerns over the inherent
deficiency of the legislative arrangement and has
recommended the government to amend the Act
in line with the international legal obligation.
Commission (TRC) Surya Kiran
Gurung warned that he will not
continue in his job if the bill to
amend the Commission of Investigation on Enforced Disappeared Persons and Truth and
Reconciliation
Commission
(CIEDP & TRC) Act is not endorsed speedily.22
These concerns have been
acknowledged by the government of Nepal in the Universal
Periodic Review (UPR) session
2015 by accepting the recommendation to “Amend the 2014

mechanism in line with international standard is a mandatory
obligation for Nepal government
arising out of treaty obligation,
particularly under ICCPR24.
Any half-hearted attempts of the government in the
matter will be in conflict with the
interest of Justice, international
law, and reinforce the culture of
impunity in Nepal. In light of the
international legal provision, the
judgment of the Supreme Court,
international practices, and Nepal’s obligation the TJ mecha-

Full Text of the case. Retrieved September 21, 2016, from http://www.supremecourt.gov.np/cp/assets/downloads/117961.pdf
Interim Report submitted to Nepal Government by the TRC Commission. (2016, February 07). Retrieved September 20, 2016, from
http://trc.gov.np/base/userfile/files/Interim Report Magh 22.pdf
Rai, D. (2015, December 19). TRC writes to govt asking to amend Act. The Kathmandu Post. Retrieved September 20, 2016, from http://
kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/news/2015-12-19/trc-writes-to-govt-asking-to-amend-act.html
Sangraula, S. (2016, August 13). Gurung says may quit if CIEDP, TRC Act amendment delayed. My Republica. Retrieved September 20,
2016, from http://www.myrepublica.com/news/4773 & Pandey, L. (2016, August 16). TRC chairman urges prime minister to amend
TRC Act. The Himalayan Times. Retrieved September 20, 2016, from https://thehimalayantimes.com/nepal/truth-and-reconciliationcommission-chairman-urges-prime-minister-amend-trc-act/
Database of Recommendations. Retrieved September 21, 2016, from https://www.upr-info.org/database/index.php?limit=0&f_
SUR=122&f_SMR=All&order=&orderDir=ASC&orderP=true&f_Issue=All&searchReco=&resultMax=300&response=&action_
type=&session=&SuRRgrp=&SuROrg=&SMRRgrp=&SMROrg=&pledges=RecoOnly
The relationship between Transitional Justice mechanisms and the Criminal Justice system: Can conflict-related human rights and
humanitarian law violations and abuses be deferred or suspended on the basis of commitments to establish a Truth and Reconciliation
Commission? (2011, March). Retrieved September 20, 2016, from http://nepal.ohchr.org/en/resources/publications/2011_03_29_
Legal_Opinion_E.pdf OHCHR: Legal Opinion
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cision of commission by government agencies including finance
ministry etc. as challenges faced
by the commission.20 The Truth
and Reconciliation Commission
itself have written to the government to amend the Transitional
Justice Act in line with the Supreme Court order.21 Due to the
delay in amendment, Chairman
of the Truth and Reconciliation

nism at present does not meet
the required standard. The reluctance of the State is well reflected
in the matter despite the legal
commitment and government’s
rhetoric.
On a positive note, The
Social Justice and Human Rights
Committee of the Parliament
has directed the government to
amend the Enforced Disappearances Enquiry, Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act, 2014.
A meeting of the panel directed
the Ministry of Law, Justice, and

and international organization
has provided input and created
international pressure to ensure
the TJ process meets the required
standard. The instances of communication of cases to Human
Rights Committee (HRC)26 and
recent exercise of Universal Jurisdiction in the case of Col. Kumar
Lama27 in the UK indicates that
victims and stakeholder are empowered and committed to exercise jurisdiction in international
avenues if the domestic mechanism fails to deliver justice.

The TJ process of Nepal is under constant watch
and scrutiny of the domestic and international organization and academicians.
Parliamentary Affairs to make
amendments to the Act to move
forward activities of the TRC
and CIEDP in line with concerned decisions of the Supreme
Court and existing international
standards.25
TJ process under constant watch
The TJ process of Nepal is
under constant watch and scrutiny of the domestic and international organization and academicians. The local NGOs have
played a vital role as watchdog

Vol. 36, No. 1, November 2016
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The internationalization
of the emblematic cases of human rights abuse and resort to
Universal Jurisdiction also infers that if the government fails
to establish justice mechanism
guaranteeing its compliance with
international law the other resort
to justice beyond domestic avenues may be activated. The failure
of the institution in the country
opens the potential to approach
to international avenue which is
not a desirable situation for any
country.

The international institutions including UN have clarified the lapses in TJ process in
Nepal.28 The obligation of the
government in the matter is well
spelled in international law and
jurisprudence.29 Government under no circumstances can avoid
its obligation and undermines its
accountability commitment. The
government from its multiple attempts to create TJ mechanism
must learn that there is no way
for the government to dodge the
accountability requirement.
Development till date: Headed
towards an accountability disaster?
The government has created commissions not fully
trusted by the victims and other
stakeholders and having a foundation on the legal provisions
incompatible with the international legal norms. The preliminary working of the commission
and initial reports from the institution isn’t very promising.30 The
leadership of the mechanism has
expressed dissatisfaction over the
legislative arrangement and publicly expressed frustration over
government’s lack of commitment in the matter.31 The stakeholders are closely observing the

House panel directs govt. to amend TRC Act. (2016, August 24). The Himalayan Times. Retrieved September 20, 2016, from http://
thehimalayantimes.com/nepal/house-panel-directs-govt-amend-trc-act/
HRC Cases.Retrieved September 21, 2016, from http://realrightsnow.org/en/category/cases/
Kumar Lama: Facts. (2016, September 07). Retrieved September 20, 2016, from https://trialinternational.org/latest-post/kumar-lama/
OHCHR. (2016, February 16). Nepal: OHCHR position on UN support to the Commission on Investigation of Disappeared
Persons and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission: 16 February 2016. Retrieved September 20, 2016, from http://www.ohchr.org/
Documents/Countries/NP/Nepal_UN osition_supportTRC_COIDP_Feb2016.pdf & OHCHR. (2014). OHCHR Technical Note:
The Nepal Act on the Commission on Investigation of Disappeared Persons, Truth and Reconciliation, 2071 (2014) – as Gazetted 21
May 2014. Retrieved September 21, 2016, from http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/NP/OHCHRTechnical_Note_Nepal_
CIDP_TRC_Act2014.pdf
UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 999,
p. 171, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b3aa0.html
Interim Report submitted to Nepal Government by the TRC Commission. (2016, February 07). Retrieved September 20, 2016, from
http://trc.gov.np/base/userfile/files/Interim Report Magh 22.pdf
angraula, S. (2016, August 13). Gurung says may quit if CIEDP, TRC Act amendment delayed. My Republica. Retrieved September 20,
2016, from http://www.myrepublica.com/news/4773
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The just and peaceful society in post-conflict era needs
to be based on justice, and truth.
The governmental inaction in
matters concerning TJ process
will significantly impact the
peaceful restoration of the society. All the aspect of TJ process
and mechanism must be upheld
and implemented in good faith
to ensure accountability, serve
justice and achieve reconciliation.
However, in the case of Nepal,
the process doesn’t seem to be
moving in right pace towards the
right direction.

i) The government can table
the amendment to the TRC
Act in line with human rights
standard. The aspect of the
bill that is inconsistent with
international law has been
identified by the UN in its
technical note. The concerns
brought forth in the process
needs to be addressed through
amendment of the act.
ii) Withdrawing political protection to those alleged of
human rights violations. The
government must acknowledge that it cannot promote

The development in the TJ process and government’s inaction and delay in matters related to the
TJ process creates a skeptic environment to expect
the best of the results.
How can the process be rectified?
Nepal is already half way
through the accountability disaster in the context of TJ process.
The governments have actively
undermined Supreme Court
Judgment, treaty obligation, and
accepted human rights norms in
the legislative arrangement for
the TJ process. The government
has bullied the TJ process with
and Act with an inherent deficiency in light of international
law. The development in TJ process does not indicate it is headed
towards a legitimate conclusion.
Despite the ill efforts till
the date, the government can
bring the process in track and put
an end to the plague of impunity
in Nepal.

impunity and those involved
in human rights abuse must
face consequences for the
atrocities committed.
iii) Empowering the Transitional
mechanism to fulfill its mandate in good faith. Upon the
establishment, the commission has faced various difficulty including clarity in the
mandate, financial independence, functional competence
etc. These issues faced by the
mechanism need to be addressed.
iv) Responding the conclusion
observation of HRC, Constitutional Commitment, and
human rights obligations the
government shall recognize
the TJ process and mecha-

Suggestion of NHRC Nepal to the Government of Nepal on the recommendations of UPR Process for 16 March 2016. (2015,
February 15). Retrieved September 20, 2016, from http://www.nhrcnepal.org/nhrc_new/doc/newsletter/NHRC_Nepal_UPR_
Process_Recommendations_Adoption_Human_Rights_Council_16Mar2015.pdf
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development and are constantly
lobbying the government for fulfilling its obligation.
The development in the TJ
process and government’s inaction and delay in matters related
to the TJ process creates a skeptic
environment to expect the best of
the results. The much-anticipated
amendment to the Act has not
been discussed with major stakeholders. With reference to the
prior attempts of the government
stakeholders must be cautiously
optimist with the development
till the date.
The government of Nepal
in all its knowledge is failing in
its human rights commitment.
The experience of the past eight
years of cumulative effort and the
outcome in the TJ process suggests that unless a drastic step is
taken by the government, Nepal
is headed towards an accountability disaster. The government acknowledges the crimes committed during the conflict era, commits to adhere to the legal norms,
and vocally commits to establishing an effective TJ mechanism.
However, in practice, the government has repetitively failed
to live up to its promise. The undermining of human rights commitment, treaty obligation, Supreme Court judgment, NHRC
recommendations32, HRC concluding observation, and UPR
recommendation can lead to only
one inference. The government
is heading towards an accountability disaster and demands for
justice is being outplayed by the
governmental inaction.

nism. The government in
good faith must abide itself
and deliver the promises of
Justice.
v) The TJ process must be considered more than merely a
legal requirement. The role of
TJ process in truth finding,
reconciliation, and accountability shall be acknowledged.
In closing, the question of
accountability in cases of human
rights abuses has lead to the development of a culture of impunity in Nepal. The TJ process and
mechanism shall aim at ensuring
accountability, serve justice and
achieve reconciliation dealing
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with the atrocities of the conflict
era. The legitimate conclusion of
TJ process shall have implication
in dealing with with the serious
violation of human rights and
crime against humanity committed in course of the decade-long
armed conflict (1996-2006) and
dismantling the culture of impunity existing in Nepal.
The TJ process and mechanism in Nepal haven’t reflected
the best practices and has undermined the basic principles of
human rights and humanitarian
law. However, it is still possible
to avoid accountability disaster
with the timely amendment of
legislation, an inclusion of vari-

ous stakeholder in the TJ process
and mechanism, and government
fulfilling its commitment in good
faith. The TJ in Nepal shall aim
to end the legacy of the culture of
impunity in Nepal. The serious
violation of human rights and
crime against humanity committed during conflict era must
be prosecuted. The other domain
of TJ process including truth
finding, reparations programs,
institutional reforms must also
be implemented in an effective
manner. The government should
not fail in its duty to provide justice and must avoid accountability disaster.
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Dilemma of Conflict Victims
The transitional justice mechanisms do not only replaces regular judicial
process but also plays important role to simplify armed conflict cases in a short
time in an effective way.
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epal’s transitional justice process is filled
with disappointment and dilemma in judicial process despite of
its political upheavals and difficult
attempt during its formation. The
hope of getting justice by victims
is in vain because of ineffective and
inactive transitional justice mechanisms established after nine years
of Comprehensive Peace Accord.
This has created a fear among the
victims being more victimized.
In reality, the transitional justice
mechanisms could not operate
its work freely and independently
even after its establishment in one
hand due to the direct or indirect
political control where as in other
hand these mechanisms could not
fully utilizes its jurisdiction along
with weak capacity and minimum
willpower with incapable political
appointment. This has pounded
the sentiment and feelings of
transitional justice with added
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pain to the conflict victims.
There is an increasing
chances and fear of transitional
justice attempt being meaningless for conflict victims due to the
political vested interest. The basic
objective of transitional justice is
to provide justice to the victims
and bringing perpetrators into legal boundaries. However, it looks
like hope of justice is being faded
away for the victims. Unless the
victims’ pain is not addressed, the
harmony provided by the state
will only limit on welfare and it
will be understood that victims
did not get justice. In a country
which is facing political transition
especially after violent conflict
and arbitrary regime, transitional
justice mechanisms are established in order to address serious
human rights violation and atrocities of conflict. But, in Nepal, the
transitional justice process is more
inclined and focused towards pro-

viding amnesty and compensation
to the accused despite of justice.
This will neither address the reasons of conflict nor provides relief
to the victims.
The transitional justice
mechanisms do not only replaces
regular judicial process but also
plays important role to simplify
armed conflict cases in a short
time in an effective way. Such
process establishes minimum base
to ensure peace and justice in the
country and also plays an important role in minimizing possibility
of future conflict. The hypothesis
of transitional justice mechanism
was made along with the establishment of Peace in Nepal after
the end of decade long armed
conflict. The formation of these
mechanisms is purely to investigate the incidents of Human
Rights violation and atrocities of
armed conflict where more than
14,000 people had lost their lives.

Conflict resolution specialist, human rights advocate and security analyst Budhathoki holds MA in Peace and Justice Studies from the University
of San Diego, and is currently associated with the peace and Justice promotion Center (PEJUP), and Justice and Security Network ( JSN).
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amnesty, victim and witness protection, and criminalization of serious human rights abuses and serious criminal prosecution in law
has not been followed. As a result,
there has been a question raised
on its credibility, which is normal.
In this latest phase, the future of transitional justice along
with the change in government
has again heading towards uncertainty. In one hand, the complaint
lodging time from victim’s side
has expired whereas in other hand
commissions itself are in confusion on how to conclude complaints lodged at commissions.
The political consensus could not
be reached in conclusion regarding the necessary amendment of
law based on Supreme Court ver-

ers not being might escape the
legal boundary. Also, until there
is no amendment of laws as per
SC verdict, there is no possibility
of accepting commission’s conclusion which means that it is almost
certain that the attempt of judicial
mechanism is going to be in vain.
In one hand the commission related to conflict reconciliation is not being able to be active
and in other hand conflict victims
and international community is
not confident on the appointment of officials. The commission
is zestful on seeing the number
of complaint lodged in the commission; but it is minimum as
compared to the pressure exerted
from conflict and destruction. This
might be due to the tremendous

The post-conflict transitional justice mechanisms
established in society is fundamental as per the nature of conflict and its environment. None of the
country can implement such infrastructure exactly
on a same way.
dict and in other hand there has
been pressure from those political
parties and affiliated officers who
were directly involved in an armed
conflict, trying to get immunity.
This is verified in a speech given
by present Prime Minister Pushpa
Kamal Dahal saying transitional
justice process is based on “forgive
and forget”.
Similarly, the tenure of
both the commissions is going to
expire in six months which shows
that it is impossible to deliver final decision on the complaint
lodged. It is seen that the commissions have not investigated the
complaints of armed conflict but
it has completely relied and based
on complaint lodged. This has created fear that major political lead-

effect of earthquake in 14 districts.
It is also unfortunate that there is
equally a fear of retaliation to victims. It is very sad to see that there
are no solid plans from the side of
the commission for the security of
victims.
The major factors affecting
the effectiveness of transitional
justice issues are dependency on
government, political appointment and incapable officials with
poor background. Examples like
officials meeting with political
leaders prior to the formation of
commission, complete dependency on government regarding
regulation and manpower, and not
being able to find an alternative
including delivering the speech
on Colonial Lama’s release shows
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In order to address the armed conflict era’s incident and its reality in
justifiable way, Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) and
Commission on Investigation of
Enforced Disappeared People
(CIEDP) was formed accordance
with Peace agreement and Interim constitution. Unfortunately,
since the day of its establishment
UNHRC including national and
international stakeholders and
victims have been criticizing and
raising questions on its freedom,
independency, expertise and nature of its work. There has been
question mark on its credibility.
The post-conflict transitional justice mechanisms established in society is fundamental as
per the nature of conflict and its
environment. None of the country
can implement such infrastructure
exactly on a same way. Therefore,
lessons must be learned from positive exercise and this is the best
way to make transitional justice
mechanism more effective.
It is recognized that the
formation and operation of such
mechanisms are not under political intervention and should not
compromise for peace, good governance and should ensure justice
in a post-conflict country depending upon the effectiveness of
transitional justice infrastructures.
A year long discussion was held
with Human Rights community
and victims while forming transitional judicial mechanism in Nepal, however due to the political
interest and intervention it took
long time to get approval from the
legislative parliament in one hand
and in other hand the stakeholders accused the law being more
inclined towards giving amnesty
and compensation based on consensus. Basically, the directives issued by Supreme Court to include
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the apathy of government on providing justice to victims. It also
clearly shows that the commission’s officials do not have dare
and willpower to take step against
political interest.
Secondly, it is almost impossible to finish the basic work
of transitional justice even in extra
two years due to the steady work
shown by commissions. It is very
suspicious to see the commission
moving forward with lots of confusion and vagueness by not even
doing a normal study of the incident. For example, in cases such
as Maina Sunwar, Mukti Nath
Adhikari, Doramba and Chisapani, there is no need of complaint;
the commission can easily initiate
the investigation but there is no
initiation at all. This proves that
the officials are not sensitive and
only working for the sake of job
despite of responsibility.
Thirdly, two commissions
were formed with the same objective to ensure transitional justice.
But, the law has not stated about
the joint coordination and sharing
information. This may create difficulties in investigation of cases
despite of commission’s attentive
and serious work. There is a high
possibility that it might enter
into other’s jurisdiction and due
to the lack of alternatives in solution, there is a possibility that the
whole transitional justice process
might get obstructed. As a result,
it is certain that there will be variation while concluding the cases.
Fourthly, it is commission’s responsibility to protect the
documentation of conflict related
human rights violations incidents
which is documented in National Human Rights Commission
(NHRC). But, the law regarding
transitional justice has limited the
commission’s role within the im-
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plementation of recommendation.
In such situation, it is not possible
for NHRC to hand over the information legally.
The activities of transitional
justice mechanism highly depend
upon various Human Rights organizations, coordination among
victims along with economical
and technical support from international community. But, the
international communities are not
supporting the credibility of commission in one hand and in other,
both the commissions have failed
to create trustworthy environment
within human rights communities and victims. In such situation
it is extremely hard to get support
from civil society. At the same
time the confusion and vagueness
is seen in the process of addressing
conflict related incident among
civil society which might obstruct
commission’s operation.
It is normal to build up
positive functional unity agreement between perpetrators party
for dual benefit. Apart from major political parties, the present
government or opposition leaders might also come under the
boundary of investigation if the
transitional justice mechanism
functions effectively. Especially,
the Prime Ministers and Home
Ministers including rebel leaders
who are or were in power during a decade long conflict should
to be accountable towards the
commission. Similarly, security
mechanisms, administrative guilds
and even former rebel combatant
need to be accountable. As a result, there is possibility for action
against them under legal boundary. In this context, it is important
to analyze a secret discussion held
between army and other security
guild in order to make a common
strategy to face TJ and also an an-

nouncement made by Maoist to
face ex-combatant jointly needs to
be taken into consideration.
The commissions have collected the complaints to complete
the TJ process just for the formality under the direct shadow of political parties. However, the transitional justice process has again
become the major political debate.
The conflict era’s power has become more suspicious especially
after the Court has begun hearing
of cases came under its jurisdiction. This has clearly shown the
possibility of amnesty, increment
in impunity and political immunity in the name of peace process
despite of ensuring justice to the
victims through reconciliation
process.
It is important to have effectiveness in transitional justice
mechanism to conclude the peace
process. The peace process is a
document of political compromise, however addressing conflict
related incidents on grave human
rights violations and atrocities
must be concluded without any
bias and it must be acceptable by
the victims.
The transitional justice
process will be incomplete if the
prosecution process is obstructed
in the name of reconciliation. This
is why victims finds it unjustifiable
to put post-conflict justice a side
in the name of political stability
and sustainable peace. This might
result the future of judicial system
in crisis same as in Mallik and
Rayamajhi Commissions where
the impunity was institutionalized after its failure to implement
the recommendations. So, it is
wise for all responsible parties to
be aware in a process of judicial
mechanisms which is established
to fulfill its formality with the
limited objectives.

Suman Adhikari *

Credibility of
Transitional Justice
in Nepal
Transitional justice is a process to address the effects and causes of past human
rights violations during the conflict, repair the harms, achieve accountability,
recognition and redressing victims, promote civic trust, strengthen rule of law
and move forward towards sustainable peace and reconciliation. Transitional
justice comprises of four components both judicial and non-judicial namely as
truth-seeking, prosecutions, reparations to victims and institutional reforms.
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have the right to know the truth
about the crimes they suffered,
find out what happened to the
loved-ones, reasons behind such
crimes, know whom to grant amnesty if needed and for what.
Thus, revealing the truth
and addressing the trauma of
gross human rights violations
was one of the major mandates of
Comprehensive Peace Agreement
(CPA) on 21st November 2006
that ended the 10 year armed
conflict in Nepal. two other major commitments were management of Maoist combatants and
state restructuring through constitution writing. CPA had commitments of making public of
the disappeared within sixty days
and formulating Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC),
and Commission of Investiga-

Chairperson, Conflict Victims Common Platform

tion on Enforced Disappearance
(CIEDP) in six months to investigate and ensure the truth seeking of serious human rights violations, make recommendations to
justice and reparation to victims,
punish the perpetrators, promote
reconciliation and ensure nonrecurrence. Through TRC and
CIEDP are formed in 10 years,
there is no convincing foundation
of publicizing forcefully disappeared persons and addressing
the trauma of victims in a victim
centric way.
Transitional justice by
nature is a victim centric process. Hence, commission process
and law should be consultative,
credible and participatory ensuring conflict victims’ ownership.
Around a dozen of Supreme
Court verdicts have laid founda-
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Transitional Justice
ransitional justice is
a process to address
the effects and causes of past human rights violations during the
conflict, repair the harms, achieve
accountability, recognition and
redressing victims, promote civic
trust, strengthen rule of law and
move forward towards sustainable peace and reconciliation.
Transitional justice comprises of
four components both judicial
and non-judicial namely as truthseeking, prosecutions, reparations to victims and institutional
reforms. State has an obligation
to conduct effective investigations and establish right to truth
of gross human rights violations,
remedy adopting necessary measures to guarantee effective. Conflict victims and society as well

tion for credible and victim centric transitional justice in Nepal.
Supreme Court had ordered
Nepal government to criminalize enforced disappearance and
torture, formulate effective legislation to implement Geneva
Conventions, provide compensation to the internally displaced
persons, return back the captured
property. Supreme Court gave order to the government to amend
statute of limitation in serious
human rights violations including
rape, ensure reparation to victims,
ensure victims voluntary consent
in reconciliation, set up a vetting
mechanism for the appointment
and promotion in public positions etc.

tem to ensure return, rehabilitation and integration of internally
displaced peoples. Policies and
programs and election declarations of political parties are filled
up with such commitments.
But transitional justice
process in Nepal is not perceived
as an opportunity to learn lessons from the bloody past, end
the lawlessness and impunity,
lay foundation of rule of law, accountability, good governance
and non-recurrence. Killing in
capture, disappearance, rape, torture of civilians in the conflict is
taken as very simple incidents,
peace process is understood as
distributing some monetary relief
to victims and is driven through
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Even in 10 years of CPA, not a single perpetrator of the conflict era is made accountable and not
even a victim has experienced sense of justice.
Government has time and
again expressed commitments on
victim centric transitional justice, no amnesty in grave human
rights violations, criminalize the
crimes torture and disappearance,
ensure perpetrators of human
rights violations bringing to justice, implementation of decisions
of judiciary, human rights, rule of
law and recommendations of National Human Rights Commission in national and international
forums including Universal Periodic Review. Government has
equally expressed commitments
of adopting effectiveness measures to guarantee the protection
of victims of gender violence,
duly investigate allegations, design and implement programs for
the rehabilitation of conflict affected women, address problems
obstacles faced by conflict victims
and establish a monitoring sys-
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the perspective of granting immunity to the perpetrators with
no accountability and realization.
State and conflicting parties have
yet asked for pardon for whatever problems was caused in the
name of war. Its is ever argued of
granting amnesty in serious human rights violations like killing,
disappearance, rape, torture etc.
citing such cases and crimes as
of political nature and successive
governments withdrew such cases. Even in 10 years of CPA, not
a single perpetrator of the conflict
era is made accountable and not
even a victim has experienced
sense of justice. Persons accused
of human rights violations are
appointed, promoted in public
positions and security forces and
made candidates in election. Humanitarian perspective of trauma,
right to truth, justice and reparation are the bargaining tools for

political benefits. In eights of
waiting, Constituent Assembly
issued Constitution with approval of 90% members but Ethnic
groups and Madhesi Parties are
not satisfied and due to strike and
blockade, common people even
faced difficulties and shortage in
their daily lives and goods.
Armed conflict 1996 to
2006 in Nepal tolled the lives
of over 17,000, over 1,400 disappeared, over 6,000 tortured,
properties over 6,500 families
captured, over 80,000 people
were displaced though exact final
data of conflict victims is yet to
be received and different agencies
have different data. Interim relief
programs that started along with
the CPA mainly focused on monetary support could not sustain
for education, career development, skill development and long
term sustainable livelihood. Conflict victims faced discrimination
in relief distribution, arbitrariness
in determining the percentage of
disability and the extent of compensation. Scholarship is provided only for 3 children of the
victim family and only up to age
of 18. Skill development training and psychosocial counseling
programs could not be effective
as expected by victims. Rehabilitation of displaced persons and
returning the captured property
could not be effective neither
state recognized the victims of
conflict related sexual violence
and torture nor provisioned any
relief to them.TRC and CIEDP
are to address the trauma of civilian victims are not trustworthy.
State has yet not heard problems
of verified minor ex-combatants
and ex-security forces those were
compelled to leave their job, serious human rights violations during Terai movement in 2064 BS

and 2072 BS.
Nine point agreement between the ruling parties CPNUML and UCPN(Maoist) on
March 5, 2016 is heavily criticized and further diluted the
confidence of the ongoing process. Points 3, 5 an 7 of the agreement say to initiate the amendment in the transitional justice
laws in line with CPA in 15 days,
register the ownership of lands
dealt on the basis of household
documents under threat during
the conflict and initiate process
to withdraw or give clemency
on the cases filed on conflict era
cases. Supreme Court has ordered
of no amnesty in serious human
rights violations and conflict victims have been demanding the
amendments complying with the
verdict. But UCPN (Maoist) and
factions have been against the
Supreme Court verdicts, agreement means to amend the laws so
as to grant immunity in whatever
serious human rights violations
in the period of conflict in the
name of politics or by political
persons as political crimes and legalize those imposed documents
of ownership of land. Any cases
filed on political prejudices must
be identified with certain criteria and withdrawn but crimes of
serious human rights violations
cannot be political crimes and
cannot be withdrawn.

experts and human rights lawyers
ensuring victims’ consent. Court
ordered to ensure Attorney General’s authority to decide whether
a case can be filed, amend 35 day
statute of limitation in rape, initiate extensive campaigns to promote the spirit of reconciliation,
and provide reparation to the
victims and their families with
enough economic, legal and institutional arrangement.
Following the verdict,
Government formulated 11
members Expert Task Force including three conflict victims
in March 2014 to draft bills for
TRC and CIEDP complying
with Supreme Court verdict. But
undermining the report from

Supreme Court has ordered of no amnesty in serious human rights violations and conflict victims
have been demanding the amendments complying
with the verdict.
ordinance and quashed the contradictory provisions in landmark
decision on 2nd January, 2014.
The verdict reiterated its
previous verdict to criminalize enforced disappearance and ordered
formulate separate commission
to investigate the disappearances
during the insurgency, formulate
two independent commissions
TRC and CIEDP, complying
with international standards and
constituting of individuals who
were not the parties of the conflict or those not have any negative records of human rights violations. Court ordered to develop
laws ensuring victims and witness
protection, no general amnesty in
serious human rights violations
and ordered formulation of criteria in amnesties by a team comprising conflict victims, conflict

the Expert Committee, government prepared TRC and COID
bill in political consensus in line
with the previous ordinance and
tabled in the Parliament in May
2014. Conflict victims submitted
memorandum to the Speaker of
the House and all members of
the Parliament. Conflict victims
and human rights community
appealed to ensure victim centric
credible commissions complying with Supreme Court verdicts.
Parliament approved the bill on
May 2014 ignoring those concerns and Supreme Court verdict.
The Act did not criminalize disappearance and torture, granted
discretionary right of amnesty to
commissions in serious human
rights violations did not ensure
voluntarily consent of conflict
victims for reconciliation and in-
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TRC and CIEDP Bill
Independent and effective Truth Commission is a formal non-judicial mechanism
formulated to investigate serious human rights violations and
establish accurate, detailed and
impartial truth. Two separate bills
to formulate TRC and CIEDP
drafted with the motto of blanket
amnesty in 2065 BS were heavily

criticized. After number of countrywide consultations the bills
were modified, tabled in Parliament and were discussed in Parliamentary Sub-committee. With
the dissolution of Constituent
Assembly in 2069 BS, instead of
two Separate bills, President issued an Ordinance prepared in
political consensus to formulate a
single commission with the objective of blanket amnesty in March
2013. Seven victim organizations
victimized from both sides (state
and rebellion) and lawyers challenged the faulty articles of the
ordinance in Supreme Court on
International Right to Truth Day
March 24, 2013. Court issued
stay order not to implement the
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terfered rights of Attorney General to decide to prosecute. After
countrywide consultations, 234
conflict victims from 44 countries
filed writ against the amnesty
provisions of the Act in Supreme
Court in June 2014.
Government formulated
5 members Recommendation
Committee representing 1 member from NHRC to recommend
the names of both commissions
in June 2014. Committee formed
in political consensus carried out
some consultations for formality
and called for applications, took
some of the names out of the applications and recommended 5/5
names for TRC and CIEDP in
around 8 months. Government
appointed recommended candidates and formulated TRC and
CIEDP on 9th February 2015
as a majority of new faces in this
field. Supreme Court gave final
verdict on February 26, 2015 and
quashed the discretionary power
of amnesty in serious human
rights violations.
CVCP and Critical Engagement
Victims of gross human rights violations across the
country involved in the rights
campaign over a decade gradually came in contact and started
mutual collaboration. Realizing
the semblance of their trauma
irrespective of being victimized
from any side, exercised essence
of reconciliation own self, established joint network called Conflict Victims’ Common Platform
(CVCP) in September 2014 for
unified and collaborative campaign on truth, justice, reparation and non-recurrence. Since
the time of conflict victims have
been demanding the immediate
addressing of their trauma in a
victim centric way and forma-
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tion of powerful, competent and
trustworthy commissions free of
political interference with credible process. Victims have been
submitting numbers of memorandum on own rights to respective Governments, Parliament,
NHRC and Political Parties,
organized number of street protests and are beaten, arrested dozens of times. Victims have been
collaborating with government
institutions, NHRC, Human
rights community, civil society
and international communities,
utilized number of local level to
international forums to advocate,
socialize the trauma, rights and
solidarity, and registered over a
dozen of writs in Supreme Court
to district Courts.
Conflict victims questioned credibility, will power and
competency of TRC and CIEDP
under the act not complying with
Supreme Court verdicts. After February 26 verdict, CVCP
made countrywide consultations
among conflict victims and with
civil society in April 2015, produced Critical Engagement concept with the objective of maximum utilizing the commissions
with necessary reforms based
on established jurisprudence
and Supreme Court verdicts on
transitional justice and continuously demanded for credible and
trustworthy environment, ownership and collaboration. CVCP
asked for victim-centric roadmap,
framing of legal provisions, rules,
procedures, structures, clarity on
crimes of serious nature in law,
clear-cut basis and procedure
for reconciliation and amnesty
in ownership. Conflict victims,
NHRC, human rights communities, and international communities including OHCHR
continuously raised concerns for

the amendments in the Act and
laws including criminalization of
disappearance, torture complying
with Court verdict. CVCP critically watched the activities and
regularly interacted with commissions about the best possible
way for victim centric way and
success of commissions.
Credibility of TRC and CIEDP
Stories of pain by victims
and survivor families through
testimony and public hearing
are crucial in revealing truth and
healing. Recalling of painful past
experiences is very unbearable;
and unless openly expressed, acknowledged and healed; trauma
do not fade away though time
passes away. Number of factors
including trust and credibility of
commissions, confidentiality of
evidences and information, fear
of insecurity and revenge from
strong perpetrators discourages
truth telling. Accuracy of testimony is also affected due to reduced memory after a long run of
time. Commission should develop victim-sensitive and psychological approach dealing for bartering tears, trauma and sorrow.
Commissions developed
regulations, procedural guidelines
on victim, women, children and
disabled-centric approach, communication, dialogue and outreach etc. Number of consultations were made by CIEDP and
TRC but not with due preparations and could not have deep
consultations on essential legal
provisions and procedures, local
level credible structures, making
and handling complaints, confidence and security of evidences,
procedure of reconciliation and
amnesty, work plan, opportunities, challenges and building collaboration. TRC and CIEDP

membership of LPCs and TRC
discussed to formulate over sighting mechanism to monitor LPCs
and did not form.
Still many conflict victims
in remote areas have not received
information about the commissions and testimony collection
and those who have heard are not
trusting the commissions. Many
victims who came to lodge the
testimonies are not convinced
on the confidentiality of their
testimony and are afraid to submit detail information that have
about alleged perpetrators due
to physical and psychological
security. LPCs are not provided
sufficient budget to organize interaction, coordination and mobilization stakeholders like different groups and networks up to
village development committee
and broadcasting information in
local FM radios. Having lack of
proper coordination and ownership, psychological and physical
security of victims and testimonies, there is risk of not reaching
many victims around and outside
the country.
Victims are asked to submit the evidences of their victimization after so many years.
When a person is identified as
victim from any sources, commissions have an obligation to make
further investigation and ensure
the truth. There is a suspicion
that regulations prepared with
traditional approach of investigation and not including psychological and motivational incentives can reveal the truth. It seems
that commissions do prepare another list of victims but a question whether they will reveal the
truth. Reparation is the rights of
victims of serious human rights
violations and Supreme Court
has ordered Nepal Government

to provide reparation of sufficient
economic, legal and institutional
provisions. But the regulations
are not prepared with the essence
of reparation and is only as facilities and concession, and the form
prepared for reparation not even
mention the word reparation neither its clear when the form is to
form and how. With difficulty
victims from remote parts can
come to headquarters for lodging testimony and its not easy to
victim to bother victims time and
again without any support. Missing of the opportunity at hand by
long awaited commissions in addressing over a decade long trauma of conflict victims has the risk
of increasing frustration and disappointment among the victims.
Limited time, many things to do
Conflict victims want
to see the success of the commissions but ongoing working
tendency and outreach of commissions does not foresee to address the trauma of victims and
the success of the commissions
as well. As contextual elaboration
of the critical engagement position, CVCP again prepared written memorandum and submitted
to Prime Minister, Speaker of
the House, NHRC, Social Justice and Human Rights Committee in Parliament, Ministry
of Peace and Reconstruction
on April 12, 2016 including the
wholesome approach to deal the
recent dilemmas. CVCP has categorically demanded with Nepal
Government and Parliament to
immediate formulation of laws
criminalizing disappearance, torture, clarity on serious human
rights violations amendment in
statute of limitation in conflict
era serious human rights violations including rape complying
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having the mandate resolving
victims trauma could not realize
to have meaningful consultations,
mutual trust and ownership of
victims and human rights community. Rather victims are dealt
merely as beneficiaries. Commissions could not utilize the benefit
of doubt in developing essential
laws, policies and structure to
ensure truth and justice nor developing trust and collaboration.
Due to weak plan of action, resources, credible mechanisms,
expertise, staff and coordination,
victims are not yet convinced on
revealing of truth from TRC and
CIEDP. Commissions made the
remarks like establishing Forensic
lab, developing Nepali model etc.
Surely none of transitional justice
models and approaches exercised
in other countries can best fit in
Nepali context. But Nepali transitional justice process can not
avoid the basic components truth
seeking, reparation, justice and
institutional reform.
After 14 months of formation, without due preparation
TRC and CIEDP have started
collecting testimonies through
Local Peace Committees (LPCs)
though commission were not
convinced over their credibility.
Lodging of testimonies is not a
technical work as dropping letter
in Post Box; Commissions have
to develop trust of physical and
psychological security and trust
of revealing truth. Many LPCs
are criticized of being politicized
and not working effectively for
conflict victims. As number of
alleged perpetrators are members in LPCs, their credibility,
confidentiality testimonies and
insecurity of victims is obviously
questioned. As an ultimate option, CVCP demanded review of
terms of reference and vetting in
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with the Supreme Court verdicts.
CVCP has demanded the law
on victims and witness protection and not only the persons but
also the concerned institutions to
make responsible in capturing the
property.
CVCP has categorically demanded with TRC and
CIEDP to ensure physical and
psychological security, protection
of victims, witness, testimonies
and supportive evidences, credible plan of action from testimony collection, sampling, handling
and categorization of testimonies;
carry out further investigation in
truth seeking, public hearing, reconciliation procedure, preparation of comprehensive reparation
policy with essential expertise,
and resources. CVCP has demanded Commissions to make
recommend for the reparation to
the cases dealt by Supreme Court
and NHRC. Commissions have
to be clear on their mandate of
addressing the trauma of civilian victims and should have clear
road map of identification and
addressing civilian victims and be
more proactive to pressure government and have collaboration
with stakeholders as well for the
essential laws and resources.
CVCP has demanded for
credible collaboration of TRC
and CIEDP with national institution like NHRC to local level
institutions, organizations and
networks is quite essential in
truth seeking process. Number
of data, medical and legal record, complaints, First Information Report (FIR), oral history,
audio/video, reports, documents,
achieves from victims’ stories,
testimonies etc. were prepared
and documented by Government
institutions, security forces, international communities, OHCHR,
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ICRC, and NGOs. CVCP has
appealed to utilize those important documents to complement
in revealing the truth.
After identification and
receiving information about any
victim from any sources, commissions have to take initiatives
for further investigation in truth
seeking and burden of proof must
be on perpetrator. Encouraging
incentives like travel, accommodation, psychological dealing, and
sense of security to victims and
witness, evidences encourages developing confidence and submission of quality testimony and active participation in public hearing. Help Desks should be established to resolve and assist the
challenges and threats of conflict
victims. Motivational incentives
for facilitating with alleged perpetrators should also be adopted
in return of revealing truth and
collaboration of perpetrators is
inevitable especially in disappearances and killings. Reparation
should be ensured as the right of
conflict victims and commissions
have to prepare and recommend
Comprehensive Reparation Policy linking with development in
meaningful consultation and participation of conflict victims.
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Recommendations Received

For Nepal
in Universal Periodic Review (UPR)
of Human Rights-2015
The main objective of UPR is to review the implementation of commitment and
liability on human rights by each state that are its member. In this review, all
member state will be dealt in a similar manner.

T

is a new mechanism established
under proposal no. 60/251 by
United Nations general assembly
in 2006, March 15.
The main objective of UPR
is to review the implementation
of commitment and liability on
human rights by each state that
are its member. In this review,
all member state will be dealt in
a similar manner. In a process of
regular review of 193 nations in
four and half years, this mechanism behaves all state in a same
manner whether it is developed,
under developed, poor, accessible
or remote.
The basic principle of
UPR is Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, United Nations
conventions, international documents of state nations regarding
Human Rights and voluntary
commitments shown in an international arena.

UPR is based on three information.
The first one is based on
reports prepared by concerned
state, written or verbal information. Such report is prepared by
counseling with concerned bodies or stakeholders which has
maximum 20 pages needed to be
sent six weeks before the UPR
meeting.
Similarly, the second one
is extra report with maximum
10 pages which is an OHCHR’s
special report on Human Rights
Council’s work-method. It includes concerned state’s recommendation and queries and other
related official documents.
The other third report is
a report presented by concerned
bodies with extra and reliable information within 10 pages. The
concerned bodies mean National
Human Rights mechanisms,
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Background
he second session
of
Nepal’s
Human Rights Review was held in
United Nations Human Rights
Council in 2015 November 4 to 6
under Universal Periodic Review
of Human Rights so as to review
the human rights situation of its
entire member. UPR team has
already published Nepal’s report.
Similarly, Nepal government has
already received recommendations made by the 31st meeting
held by Human Rights Council
on March 2016.
The provision of Universal Periodic Review (UPR) came
into operation under Human
Rights Council from June 18,
2007 with the objective of regular review of implementation of
Human Rights liability and commitment shown by its 193 member. The Human Rights Council

View Point
Ending of Empunity
Essential for Providing Justice to the Victims
Contrast to the popular Nepali saying” go to Gorkha, if Justice is denied”, Nanda Prasad Adhikari of
Gorkha Phujel has gave up his life in Kathmandu while seeking for justice. He has left this world by
handing over the remaining work to his wife Ganga Maya Adhikari. She is in a hunger strike since
2013 October 24. Her daily life is being spent sometimes by staging hunger strike and sometimes by
ending it. The couple’s son Krishna Prasad Adhikari, 17 was killed extra judicially during a Maoist
conflict by a former Maoist cadres at Bakulahar Chok in Chitwan in 2004 June 6. The couple was in
a hunger strike demanding to take those criminals under legal boundaries. Nanda Prasad Adhikari
died in 2014 September 22 in Bir Hospital’s ICU in a process of hunger strike. His death has given
negative ripples in an international arena about the judicial system in Nepal.
Charan Prasai
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A

long with the death
of Nanda Prasad
Adhikari, the justice system of the
country has died. He did not get
justice while he was alive and for
him justice has died in this country
and also for Ganga Maya, the justice
is half dead as she is in a pathetic
condition. Any one dying seeking
for justice by staging hunger strike
for almost a year is unimaginable.
This clearly shows that the state
is apathetic and irresponsible
towards its people because this is
not about 10, 14 or 30 days. They
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have been staging hunger strike for
334 days. So, the death of Nanda
Prasad during his hunger strike
depicts a clear reflection about the
judicial system in our country. It
clearly shows whether the people
are provided with the justice by the
state or not. Only by providing a
written report in an international
arena saying that we are fulfilling
and obeying everything is just a
surficial thing, reality is different
here. The reality here is, the people
are dying seeking for justice, they
are deprived of justice, impunity
is flourishing day by day, there is
political protection in criminal
activities and perpetrators are
in political protection and the
impunity is being institutionalizing
day after day.
Ganga Maya Adhikari
ou all have organized
candle
lightening
program, I do not know who have

Y

organized this but my light was
turned off 13 years ago and I also
do not know for whom I light the
candle and for what. I am looking
for justice for the last six years
and I have not got it. My husband
Nanda Prasad died two years ago
while seeking for justice and I have
clearly said that either let me die
or provide me justice. The state
is neither letting me die nor they
are providing me justice. I do not
know what they are doing. It has
been six years that I am in hunger
strike, why are they hanging me
like this I do not understand. I
myself have given the name of

those criminals, what is stopping
you to arrest those criminals Prime
minister? Please arrest them and I
will immediately end my hunger
strike. Do you want to cremate
my husband and me together or
separately?, bear this in mind. I
am demanding, let me die in this
hospital, do not take me out alive.
I have started strike in Baluwataar,
but the state actors have dumped
me here in Bir Hospital. My health
condition is very serious whether
they know or not but I am not in
a condition to live. If you cannot
provide justice please let me die.
I am living above the pyre for six
years but no one has listened to my
plea. Either they cremate me or
give me justice, why they are doing
this to me. I have repeatedly given
the names of criminals Januka
Paudel, Chabi Lal Paudel, Bhimsen
Paudel, Parshuram Paudel, and
Ram Prasad. These criminals have
swallowed by 17 years old son.
Today, for what purpose do you
want me to light this candle?
Om Prakash Aryal- Advocate

Kapil Shrestha

this is the motivation for all people
fighting for justice. I am sure, now
or later, she will get justice as there
is no option. Without providing
justice, where these leaders and
political parties will go?, we will
see. This protest is being closely
watched by an international level
and it will be shame and very
unfortunate for the country if the
justice is denied. I believe that
Nanda Prasad gave up his life
while fighting for justice. He is a
martyr for us. He did not die; his
name will be written with a golden
word in history.
Subodh Raj Pyakurel

W

e are very saddened,
sorrowful
and
angry at the same time because
one innocent young boy, Krishna
Prasad was murdered heinously
and his family is denied of justice
when asked to take the action
against their son’s murderer. The
victim’s father Nanda Prasad
and mother Ganga Maya were
continuously agitating since six
years by staging hunger strike
seeking for justice. During this
period the victim’s father Nanda
Prasad died without getting justice.
During this period many prime
ministers were changed, political
powers have changed however it is
very unfortunate that none of them
have taken initiative to provide
them justice. Don’t these political
parties and leaders have any shame
to tolerate this kind of impunity?.
At last I want to tell Ganga Maya
not to be disappointed, because
her sacrifice will not go in vain and

N

anda Prasad died
while fighting for the
justice but never compromised
for justice. He passed away while
teaching us how to fight for
justice. Nanda Prasad’s movement
for justice and the government’s
activity during these two years of
his death proves that the justice
system in Nepal has died along
with his death. But, we would want
to alert the government that it
will not be easy to get away with
justice system. We would also like
to notify that the international
human right community is closely
watching Ganga Maya’s peaceful
resistance. If Adhikari family is not
delivered with Justice in Nepal, the
international jurisdiction will be
attracted with the precedent that
has already been established.
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T

his incident should not
be taken for granted
and it needs to be addressed as
we have legal implementation
guild and state’s legal system. It is
being said that Krishna Prasad was
murdered by the cadres of CPNMaoist and if Maoist. If the party
is trying to protect those criminals,

it is understandable that the party
has a policy to protect criminals
and if it is so, this will establish
that this is international crime,
crime against humanity and war
crime. If enough evidences were
not given, Supreme Court’s verdict
is not followed this will attract
international concern and it will
go for international jurisdiction.
This will create more complicated
situation for them.

NGOs, Human Rights Defenders, Scholar organizations, investigation centers and civil society.
The second phase of review of all member nation from
2012-2016 is in process. In every
four and half years, the review of
member nation is conducted and
in one year there are three sessions of UPR team. In one session, 42 nation’s reviews are done
in a rate of 14 nations in each
session. The time limitation of
review is 3 hours and 30 minutes,
in which 70 minute is stipulated
for that nation which review is in
process. Other participating na-

reports on behalf of 295 NGOs
which has been already reviewed.
To make a report for UPR, three
Networks consisting Network of
NGO, Women network for UPR
and Durban Review Conference Follow up Committee were
formed.
In a process of review, Nepal participated in 23rd session
of UPR describing the historical
achievement gained in concluding the peace process agreement,
stability and prosperity glorifying
the promulgation of new constitution and leading the country
with democratic practices.
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In a process of review, Nepal participated in 23rd
session of UPR describing the historical achievement gained in concluding the peace process
agreement, stability and prosperity glorifying the
promulgation of new constitution and leading the
country with democratic practices.
tions will be given one hour and
40 minutes.
The council, at the end of
conclusion and recommendation,
can give recommendation on
necessary technical support program and other measures to build
the capacity of that nation which
is reviewed along with other recommendations such as necessary
steps and human rights liability.
The council can also appoint rapporteur in that nation, which is
under the review, to monitor the
human rights situation.
Nepal has already participated in its first phase of review
in 2011. It has already participated in second phase of review
held in 2015 from November 4
to 6 in Switzerland and have sent
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Nepal received 195 recommendations from the report
prepared by UPR team. Welcoming the historical achievement in
promulgating the new constitution, it has recommended regarding the Human Rights defenders.
Out of which 152 were accepted
and 43 recommendations were
rejected. Recommendations regarding constitution, transitional
justice, torture, voluntary detention, extrajudicial killings and
group killings, Human Rights
treaties, child rights, NHRC,
women rights, marginal community rights, Human Trafficking, natural disaster and Human
Rights defender from various nations were received.

About Constitution
The recommendations regarding the comprehensive implementation of constitution, in a
situation of promulgation of new
constitution, with the favorable
environment of human rights
protection was received. Similarly, recommendations to take necessary steps for the protection of
human rights and gender equality along with the provision to
ensure marginalized community
rights in new constitution were
received. Nepal has also received
recommendations to take necessary steps ensuring the issues of
gender equality and nationality
of children.
Transitional justice
Nepal has received the
recommendations to enforce the
verdict of Supreme Court regarding the Act of Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)
and to provide justice, reparation
to the victims of decade long
armed conflict, through transitional mechanism by adopting
international norms.
About Torture, Voluntary Detention, extrajudicial killings
and group murder
Recommendations
regarding immediate investigations
of charges on torture, voluntary
detention, extrajudicial killings
and group killings and recommendation on making laws to
criminalize the torture were received. Similarly, recommendations were received to approve
optional protocol regarding torture convention which permits
Committee members of torture
related convention to travel to
that country.

Human Rights Conventions
Recommendations of implementation of Human Rights
treaties and approval of remaining conventions and optional
protocol were received. Recommendation received to approve
the International Convention on
the Protection of the Rights of
All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families and International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance. Similarly,
recommendation was received to
approve convention on optional
protocol against torture, optional
protocol on economic, social and
cultural rights, and approving
convention on optional protocol
regarding children rights on media process. Other recommendations like approving the Palermo
contract on ending women and
children trafficking, repression
and punishment. Also recommendations on approving Rome
Statutes and ILO 87 were received. The major concern is that,
Nepal has not accepted these
recommendations regarding the
approval of convention.

National Human Rights Commission
While welcoming the
appointment in National Human Rights Commission, various countries have given recommendations such as passing law
by providing necessary freedom
to NHRC as per the verdict of
Supreme Court, ensuring that

Natural Disaster
Recommendations
on
minimizing natural disaster and
rights of affected victims, protecting women and children in
earthquake affected areas, reconstruction of infrastructure and
looking international support for
economic development after the
disaster, establishing mechanism
to address all kind of discrimination and human rights violation
seen after the devastating earthquake.
Roles of NGOs in UPR Mechanism
There are various possible sectors for the participation
of NGOs in UPR mechanism.

Recommendation received to approve the International Convention on the Protection of the
Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of
Their Families and International Convention for
the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance.
NHRCN operates effectively
with in the Paris Principle, freedom of Commission and guaranteeing financial effectiveness,
amendment in NHRCN law by
ensuring effective operation of
NHRC etc.
Human Trafficking
Nepal being one of the
sensitive country in terms of Human Trafficking various kinds of
recommendations were received
in this issue such as welcoming
new methods against trafficking
and effective implementation of
it including recommendations on
forming case coordination mechanism and transformation of laws
regarding child rights.

There is a vast working sector for
the advocacy regarding UPR for
NGOs. The NGOs plays a vital
role prior to the preparation of
National report. They play a role
in providing recommendation
while preparing a national report
through counseling regarding
the human rights issues. It also
plays important role on providing evidential information for
the review. Similarly they play an
important role on advocacy part
to implement the recommendations’ and conclusions received
after the review.
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Child Rights
The most of the recommendations received were for
Child Rights. Recommendations on Ensuring measures to
provide right to get citizenship
for both women and children,
bringing child labor under the
legal frame, making act regarding the rights for children were
received. Making bill for harmful cultural practice punishable,
eradication of child marriage
and forced marriage, establishing a special mechanism for free
monitoring of child rights. Rec-

ommendations on minimizing
child mortality rate, accessible
immunization and other various
recommendations were received.
Recommendations to make law
for accessibility in education,
compulsory basic education and
free education for children.

Lal Babu Yadav *

Local
Self-government, Women
and Development
The principle of local autonomy is expanding in order to get self-involvement in
order to develop their own region as it is difficult to solve problems on local level
political and social issues through central government.
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utonomy is a condition where there is
a right of self –governing. This
is related to a person’s self-love.
By nature, human being is selfcentered, self-respecting and
sensible creature. He/ she do
not want others intervention in
a subject relating to him or her.
Along with the human civilization, the process of forming
organization and development
of various level governance infrastructures had begun. Among
those infrastructures, one level is
local government. Local government is related to autonomy. The
philosophical part of autonomy
is related with natural freedom of
humanity. The principle of local
autonomy is expanding in order
to get self-involvement in order
to develop their own region as it
is difficult to solve problems on
local level political and social is-

*
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sues through central government.
The hypothesis on governance infrastructure in local level
was evolved after the central government failed to fulfill and identify the needs of its local people
because the governance area of
the state is vast and the social and
economic development needs of
people in particular area varies.
The governance method within
this local governance infrastructure is local autonomy. This is
based on the principle of Institutional decentralization. The
Decentralization is an important
and effective policy principle for
the developing nations. This simply means to hand over the upper
level rights to a lower level.
In functional point of
view, local governance is a multidimensional subjective area
which includes political, economic, social, geographical and

statutory area. The fruit of development is achieved only with
the sentiment of belongingness
and the sustainable development
is possible only by the involvement of people from that particular area where they belong.
Sustainable development is a
common intention of both state
and its people. Because not only
the geography of the state and
its natural features are different,
their human civilization, human
relations, language, skin color
and cultures also differ. Due to
these different thinking, norms
and cultures, the development
of particular region is affected
while formulating planning and
its implementation. The hypothesis of local government is made
in order to minimize the negative
element that could affect the process of building equitable society
and economic development. This

ment.
(A) Central Government,
(B) Provincial Government and
(C) Local Government
The scholars have not
made a strict rule on rights division however there are some
functional variations. The subjects, which are of utter importance, beneficial and welfare to
the country, it is handed over to
the central government, for example, external affairs, defense,
rail, mail service, telephone, foreign loan, grant and planning.
The issue which is a benefit and
important for provincial govern-

Same as the economic
indicator affecting the national
level, apart from total demand
and supply, price level, major development infrastructure etc, all
other development part are the
function of local government
and it has legal rights to identify resources, collection, project
selection, implementation and
monitoring as per the needs of
local people. This will develop
the feeling of belongingness to
the people which motivates them
for self-development.
The specialty of local autonomy

The local autonomy governance is a method where
the local elected representatives operates the system
by using legal rights provided to perform social,
economic and administrative function of the local
area.
ment, in such case, the rights are
given to the provincial government, such as law and provision,
agriculture, police, jail provision,
education, cooperatives, health
and care for local governance etc.
A part from this, other local benefit, interest and important issues
falls under local government such
as local education, local development, local welfare, hygiene and
entertainment etc.
The local government deploys maximum use of local resources and plays a coordinating
role for the development of local
level. In Nepal, there are two levels of government in local level.
In upper level, there is District
Development Committee and in
lower level there are village development committee and municipality local government.

is described in the World Charter which is as follows:
• Local Guilds
• Building government in all
level based on people’s need.
• Based on democratic and participatory development.
• Gender Equity and caste inclusion.
• People’s participation in decision making process.
• Bias-free elected representative.
• Clear role, responsibility, clear
objective and adequate resources and manpower.
n context of Nepal, since
1950, the government operation
was based on decentralization
principle however; only in 1960
the statutory process of forming local government had begun.
There was no achievement gained
from the development projects as
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is why local autonomy is essential
governance method for sustainable economic development and
state’s liability and belongingness
towards its people.
The local autonomy governance is a method where the
local elected representatives operates the system by using legal
rights provided to perform social, economic and administrative
function of the local area. This
has been defined by the scholars in various ways. According
to G.D.H Cole “local autonomy
governance is that system which
entertains the rights of its limited area.” Similarly, according to
Laski, the autonomy governance
provides a good opportunity to
its local people in solving problems with local knowledge, will
and enthusiasm. Professor Zing
says “In local autonomy governance, the central governance do
not have rights to intervene local
autonomy governance even from
the request from local people.”
In a process of operating
governance, the responsibilities
and functions are divided into
the government of various levels as per government structure.
Principally, central government
is sovereign and local guilds are
only autonomy. Legally: these
government organizations fall
under the jurisdiction of Parliament and most of the issues are
in control of central government,
administratively. R.M MacIver
has divided the state’s function
in three ways. He says “The nation level function affecting all
community and region is a major
function of central government,
the function of provincial level is
handed over to the local government and local level function is
handed over to the local govern-
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expected because the centralized
process in government was deeply rooted. The reason behind this
can be described from following
points;
Reason of failure in Development project
• Lack of coordination as per objective
• Lack of determining programs
as per Region wise target
• Lack of centralization of Development policy, program and
investment.
• Lack of transparency and public participation in planning
formulation and implementation.
• Not being able to control mishandling of resource deployment.
Specialty of participative development Project
• Decentralized Planning System
• Provision of vertical coordination in Planning making
• Priority on local level development projects possibility and
necessity.
• Determination of planning
formulation in different phases.
• Provision of interaction between producers and consumers, laborer and industrialist,
farmers and market manager
and entrepreneurs.
• Planning formulation based on
local knowledge and skills.
• Provision of being responsible
in development project.
• Provision of subjective guild
• Provision of Including Nongovernment organizations.
Local Autonomy, Women and
Development
Women and men are two
parts of the coin. They go togeth-
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er and absence of one results the
inexistence of other. They need to
go forward in balance. In context
of Nepal, the development indexes such as education, health
etc. shows that Nepali women’s
economic and social state is very
weak and for this it is necessary
that there should be an equal development of both. The literacy
rate is very low for women as
compared to men.
Challenges and Possibilities
There are various challenges in operation of local guilds
as the constitution of Nepal has
only directive principles regarding local guilds. This is why, today, the local guilds are without
a leadership. The economic development is not able to accelerate due to the political instability
and constitutional vagueness. The
local level resource collection and
deployment is being very weak.
Along with the acceleration of time, people are being more aware of democracy,
economic and social rights. The
amount of resource provided in a
local level is increasing. The process of building infrastructure of
economic development such as
road, electricity is in process. If
it is properly used, the economic
development in local level will be
accelerated. It is the responsibility of central government to create a favorable environment.
It is important to make local government more capable for
the economic development. To
achieve these objectives, there are
some challenges.
• How local government can be
made more powerful?
• How to make staffs at local
guilds, more capable?
• How to implement good gov-

•
•
•
•

ernance principle?
How to collect and deploy
resources for social, economic
development?
How to make functional relationship between local and
central government stronger.
How to involve women in
policy making and decision
making?
How to develop a women
participation and leadership?

Conclusion
Institutional decentralization (devolution) is based on the
principle of local self-government decentralization. This system provides local government
with right to regulate and implement the bylaws. It is the subject
matter of power and rights. According to this principle, local
governments are accountable to
public since they are elected by
them. In fact, local bodies are
autonomous, self-governed institutions. It makes decisions on
its own, on various issues. Legally, they can collect taxes and
fee from the institution that falls
under its jurisdiction. It can also
possess, utilize, buy and sale the
movable and immovable properties like a person. Therefore,
the local bodies themselves are
important political organization
useful for economic development of their region. Despite of
the fact that the implementation
of policy is responsibility of the
central government, the local
government should monitor the
activities, involve in macro-economic policy-making, influence
in decision-making to see if the
activities are performed according to local people’s desire or not.

Basanta Gautam*

The case will be
internationalized if justice
denied within the country
Crimes like extrajudicial killings, rape, disappearance, torture, crime against humanity and war crimes are International crimes which do not fall under legal
limitation principle. Such perpetrators of crime, if found in other countries can
be prosecuted, if the investigation and justice process is ineffective in the country.

O

*

Writer is an Advocate

While making an amendment on transitional justice Act,
it should take references of Supreme Court’s verdict in previous occasion despite of releasing criminals at a once. The Act
should not include amnesty
provision at any cost who were
involved in extrajudicial killings,
rape and enforced disappearance. Even international Human
Rights and Humanitarian law
have clearly prohibited such act.
The Supreme Court has stated
same thing while conducting
hearing on various cases. This
provision has not been ensured
because the legislative parliament
was unable to make law based on
this principle.
Incidents like expulsion
from house cease of property, il-

legal possession of arms and other criminal cases can be excused
with compensation however serious crimes such as murder, rape
and sexual violence cannot be
reconciled.
Reparation of victim must
be established as their rights, because reparation is not a government’s discretion. But the present
Act is not able to ensure this provision.
Crimes like extrajudicial killings, rape, disappearance,
torture, crime against humanity
and war crimes are International
crimes which do not fall under
legal limitation principle. Such
perpetrators of crime, if found
in other countries can be prosecuted, if the investigation and
justice process is ineffective in
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ne of the reasons that
the Maoist government removed Oli led government is because of apathy shown
by his government to conclude
transitional justice process in a
logical way. Whatever has come
in to surface, the Maoist center
wanted immunity from the criminal liability through amnesty
despite of sorting out the conflict
related cases through reconciliation.
Due to this concept, it has
always a willing to give amnesty
to those involved in a serious
crime by neglecting the norms of
Supreme Court and international
practices on transitional justice
and also the recommendations
from victim and human rights
activists in the name of reconciliation.

the country. Such international
jurisdiction is created in order to
end impunity and providing justice to the victim.
Impunity will institutionalize murder and other violence.
The international jurisdiction law
was developed after the postconflict affected country had
shown their apathy on taking
action against the guilt, allowing
perpetrator him/herself to make
law, providing immunity and
amnesty to the war criminals and
developing a trend of not investigation the cases.
In context of Nepal, different levels of court, NHRC and
UNHCR have published inves-

nally liable resulting motivation
is the culture of impunity.
Similarly, if time limitation is not amended, the victims
of rape and torture will not be
able to claim compensation and
action against the perpetrator, as
per present provision. The culture of impunity is going to be
flourishing if necessary law is not
made regarding criminalization
of serious Human Rights Violation, its hearing, investigation
and action along with the victim’s
reparation.
Some news have come out
regarding political parties taking
back cases of extrajudicial killings
and sorting out all cases with in
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The functioning of Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) and Commission of Investigation on Enforced Disappeared people (CIEDP)
and its Act have created various suspicions in both
national and international arena. If the political
parties had shown their responsibilities, by now
special court would have been established to see
the conflict related cases as per the provision in an
Act.
tigative report and even ordered
to take action against the perpetrators, found guilty on Human
Rights violation, in some cases,
however not even a single case
was investigated effectively.
In Nepal, a law relating to
criminalizing disappearance and
torture is not made yet. The state
is not being able to follow Supreme Court’s verdict and provision described in an international
convention against torture. At
present, torture falls under the
civil case and the perpetrator falling under such case is not crimi-
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TRC. Such kind of news might
create negative ripples in an international arena giving false
information on weak judicial system prevailing in Nepal.
The functioning of Truth
and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC) and Commission of Investigation on Enforced Disappeared people (CIEDP) and its
Act have created various suspicions in both national and international arena. If the political
parties had shown their responsibilities, by now special court
would have been established to

see the conflict related cases as
per the provision in an Act. The
hypothesis was made on an act
regarding joint functioning of
commission and special court;
however it is not functioning as
expected.
The government has not
implemented the recommendations made by both commissions on amendment of Act.
The political parties are making
frequent consensus on changing
government without taking into
account that it is affecting commission’s jurisdiction and victim’s
right to justice.
The commission is not
getting proper support from the
state and political parties. No
perpetrators can be prosecuted
when there is a weak investigation. The present functioning of
the commission shows similar
symptoms that the investigation
is going to be a formality.
These subjects will be the
concern of everyone unless and
until there is an effective investigation of cases lodged at commissions. The nature and provision of
some cases shows that they can
attract international jurisdiction. If justice is denied, there is
a possibility of a situation where
next generation will have to face
the case. If such situation comes,
victims will lose their time and
money along with the instability
in the country.
If immunity is being given
for the criminals involved in serious crime, Nepal will also have
to face same situation as in Argentina, where the voices of victims are still rising from the cases
from 40-50 years ago.
The United Nations have
denied its involvement in this

At present, complaints have been lodged at Human Rights Committee of United Nations claiming that Justice Mechanism of the state has failed
to provide justice to the victims. In an answer given
to the question raised by United Nations Human
Rights Committee, the government assured that
the cases will be sorted out based on the recommendations received after the investigation by the
justice mechanisms.

Recently, United Nations has approved a policy to ban those individual on going to peace keeping
mission unless and until proven
innocent.
In Nepal, there is not even
a single case where the accused of
human rights violation is made
punishable. May be the government and political parties are trying to suppress TRC and CIED
same as they did in Rayamajhi
and Mallik Commissions. But
they must bear in mind that it is
not easy to do so, however if it is
done, case like Kumar lama will
be repeated.
One thing that needs to
be clearly understood is that
guilt should never be given immunity at any cost and should be
brought under the legal boundaries. Only that person is liable
who has been convicted criminal
by investigation. The question of
Human Rights and victim’s justice is not only about a particular

person but it is about establishing
rule of law and ending impunity
which should never be taken as a
granted.
By saying this, one should
not be charged based on personal bias or revenge. He must
be charged only based on proper
investigation and adequate evidences. The process of investigation must be fair and it must
ensure free hearing to the both
parties. The convicted person
cannot be proved innocent unless
there is investigation or adequate
evidences.
If the incident of Human
Rights violation is not investigated on time, it will keep on
following the accused for a long
time. There is always fear of getting arrested at any time. The
convicted cannot protect his own
future in such case, thus immediate investigation of the incident
is very essential.
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process stating that the transitional justice mechanism and
its present provision relating to
this mechanism is against international norms and Supreme
Court’s verdict. Other member
countries have also followed the
decision of United Nations.
At present, complaints
have been lodged at Human
Rights Committee of United
Nations claiming that Justice
Mechanism of the state has
failed to provide justice to the
victims. In an answer given to
the question raised by United
Nations Human Rights Committee, the government assured
that the cases will be sorted out
based on the recommendations
received after the investigation
by the justice mechanisms. But
such answers do not have meaning when United Nations have
already denied the recognition of
transitional justice process. That
is why, it is important for the
government and political parties
to realize this issue on time.
The other part is regarding
the complaint lodged against political leaders at various judicial
guilds. Unless and until they are
proved to be innocent through
the investigation mechanisms,
they will remain as convicted. In
such situation, even higher level
officials, if accused, might get
ban on travelling to foreign land.
Situations like rejection of visas
or even arrest might be created.
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Interview

The Act do not
provide us a
provision for
amnesty
Surya Kiran Gurung is President of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. The
commission was formed in 2013 April in order to collect the complaints of conflict era and
recommend it to take action against the loss of human life and physical destruction during a
decade long armed conflict. The Commission had appealed for collection of the complaints
from victims of armed conflict from 2016 April 17 to July 17. Commission has said that
it will initiate the necessary investigation over the complaint lodged and will recommend
accordingly. Within these peripheries of the subject, this is the edited version of talk
conducted by Ramesh Prasad Timilsena with Surya Kiran Gurung.
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• The Commission is formed for
two years and it has only 6 months
left for its tenure. During this period, what will the Commission
do?
Soon after taking the preliminary investigation of the lodged
complaints, we will expand the investigation in detail.
• Is it possible to complete the investigation on complaint lodged
and provide justice to the victims
with in 6 month?
The process can be completed within the stipulated time
frame if the government provides
adequate resources to the commission as per the requirement; otherwise the process will be lengthier.
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• There are questions raised on an
amendment of Act. What kind of
amendment is needed?
The Supreme Court has
given some directions in its decision and the commission wants to
incorporate that decision. It has jurisdiction over the issues of torture.
However, we do not have law to
criminalize torture. Rape and sexual
violence falls under the Commission’s scope and jurisdiction. The
time limitation set by “Muluki Ain”
in incident of rape is 35 days. The
court has extended the time frame
by 6 months because the commission itself was formed almost after
9 years of peace agreement which
has a problem of time limitation.
We have said that these need to

resolve as well. We are also saying
that such incidents should not have
a time limitation. The act has a provision that special court can look
after the cases if the commission
recommends for judicial treatment.
However, we want clarity whether
to form a special court or to expand
the jurisdiction of present special
court. The term serious crime has
been used in the Act but it is not
described clearly. We have requested
to clarify what does it mean?
• The victims are showing distrust
over the commission. How can
you make them trust?
Of course, there is an environment of suspicion. Nobody
had believed from the time it was
formed. We met victims in districts,

explained them about the rights and
jurisdiction of the Commission and
interacted with them regarding the
possible legal treatment and recommendations by the commission.
There has been some improvement
in the environment after that interaction. I don’t say that all suspicion
has been removed however it has
been minimized. The way complaints have been lodged at commission, it can prove that suspicion
is also minimizing.
• Are you saying that victims have
started believing in commission
by looking after the flow of complaints being filed?
Of course, they probably
would not have filed the complaint
if they did not have faith. If they
had a feeling that commission will
not work for us, then why would
they lodge a complaint? The victims have even walked for 2/3 days
to lodge complaint at commission.
Some of the victims have even come
to the center to lodge complaint as
they do not have trust in local peace
committee. The faith and trust have
led them to lodge complaint in the
commission.

• Don’t you think that Issues like
where and when the complaints
were lodged can breach their confidentiality when it is made public?

• What do you do about the serious nature of incident that has not
been lodged in commission due to
the lack of faith?
If the Commission identifies the event of such serious nature, it can take it into its account
as it has been provided with such
jurisdiction. And, the Commission
will definitely bring it in the line of
investigation if such nature of incident is found in future.
• Is the commission’s work affected by the issues of peace agreement
made in various political levels?
The political parties reach
into political agreement and the
commission does not have any concern in such issue. Until and unless
such agreement do not obstruct or
hamper the jurisdiction of the commission, the political agreement
does not become the commission’s
concern. And, we have provided the
outcome of the decision made in a
meeting held on December 16 to
the legislative parliament on what
needs to be amended in the act. The
main objective of the issue presented is asking them to work on spirit
with consensus and decision.
• Supreme Court, the international community, human right
activist and conflict era victims are
against the idea of giving amnesty.
Some political parties from Comprehensive Peace Agreement are
advocating for the amnesty. Who
do you listen to?
We do not listen to anyone.
We look only at the provision of the
Comprehensive Peace Agreement
because the origin of Commission is
Comprehensive Peace Agreement.

Therefore, the primary responsibility of the Commission is to conclude the peace process. Whoever
had suffered in conflict, they were
Nepali citizens. The responsible
state or government’s liability is to
look after its citizens, and addressing their want. The third thing is
Nepal being a sovereign nation has
signed various human rights treaties and humanitarian law. The state
must implement it. The act has not
provided anything regarding the
Amnesty or reconciliation. We cannot use something which we are not
provided by the act.
• So that means the accused cannot easily escape, as been suspected.
Of course, if the base, reason
and evidence are sufficient for the
complaint, he/she will be treated
under the law.
• There are around 60 thousand
complaints received, will justice be
provided on wholesome!
Everyone who has registered
a complaint in a faith will be granted justice one by one. We should be
provided with sufficient resources
by the government and 7 months is
enough to deliver the justice.
• Is there any ground to say that
the recommendations provided
by the commission will be implemented by the government?
The Commission is entitled
to investigate the serious violations
of human rights and, to bring in action against the perpetrators. Human rights, humanitarian law is not
limited within the one state or region. It is internationalized. If the
government of Nepal fails to consider the recommendation of the
commission then the other countries will implement it. If such situation comes, it will be very unfortunate for the country. As we have
already seen one case (Nepalese
Army Colonel Kumar Lama, have
been arrested in the UK). We need
to be very careful and try to learn
from such serious case.
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• The commission is supposed to
be looking for the victim rather
than victims searching for commission to file complaint, isn’t it
victimizing them more?
Quantitatively, there are
more victims but if the incident
is of serious nature, I myself have
reached to them. If there are security issues, we even go to the site
to get the complaints from them.
There are many examples where
our members, staff and the peace
committee secretaries have met the
victim to collect complaint. It is vice
versa. The victims have come to the
commission and the Commission
has also reached the victim.

Such issues were made public by victims themselves. It has
been found that they make complaints and publicize it. Our staff
and the peace committee secretaries
were directed to provide only information on the ground of number of
forms distributed and complaints
lodged. They are also doing the
same thing as directed.

Narayan Prasad Sharma *

Introduction to
The Constitution and The
Constitutional Evolution of Nepal
A constitution is the fundamental and organic law of a nation or state that establishes the institution and system of government, defines the scope of governmental sovereign powers, and guarantees individual civil rights and civil liberties.
Meaning of Constitution
constitution represents a compilation
of core guiding laws and rules
through which governance system of a nation is determined and
run. Since a constitution is essentially a document that decides on
the functions, duties, powers of
and interrelations among the entire organs of a State, it is revered
as the fundamental law of land.
At this premise, it would
be worthwhile to examine a few
definitions on constitution:
A constitution is the fundamental and organic law of a
nation or state that establishes
the institution and system of
government, defines the scope of
governmental sovereign powers,
and guarantees individual civil
rights and civil liberties.
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Constitution is the aggregate of
laws and customs under which
the life of the state goes on.
-Black’s Law Dictionary
A constitution denotes a document that includes the structure,
powers and rules of procedure of
major government organs.
-Lord Bryce
A constitution is the fundamental law declaring the principles
required for running State affairs.
It describes the framework and
major functions of organs of the
government.
-Sir Ivor Jennings
The Commonplace Methods of
Constitution Drafting
Though the objectives and
substance of constitutions may be

Section Officer, Office of the Attorney General
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identical, the methods of drafting
one may be different owing to
the political and historical background of a given nation:
• Constituent Assembly,
• Constitutional Conference,
• Plebiscite,
• Round table conference of
political powers, and
• Constitution Drafting Commission, etc.
Mostly, the political parties comprising the executive
take lead in the drafting of constitution; it is ratified by the legislature, primarily by a two-thirds
majority and promulgated by the
Head of the State. The Acts, statutes and rules inconsistent with
the constitution shall be void till
the extent of such inconsistency.
It shall be the duty of not only

the citizens of a State but of the
expatriates and even the refugees
residing at a State to observe its
constitution in force. Several
constitutions may so provide as
to apply for its citizens staying
abroad as well.
A constitution was enacted for the first time in the United
States of America (USA). On
September 17, 1787 the representatives of a constitutional conference, presided over by George
Washington, who would be the
first President of USA, signed
on the draft of US Constitution
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The world’s first Constitution,
which is also the world’s smallest or shortest, came into force
on March 4, 1789 upon being
endorsed by the US Congress on
June 21, 1788. The Constitution
has been amended 27 times till
date. Likewise, India holds the
distinction of having the world’s
biggest or longest Constitution
standing at 22 Parts, 444 Articles
and 12 Schedules. The United
Kingdom, Israel and New Zealand do not have distinctive constitutions, to be named as such,
though they necessarily have
constitutional laws.

adopted the principle of power
decentralization, provision of
certain rights to the citizenry and
codification of governance.

1. Statute of Government of
Nepal, 1948
The then Rana Prime
Minister Padma Shumsher, with
a view to address the growing
public desire for democracy and
outrage against the Rana oligarchy, promulgated the Statute of
Government of Nepal on January 27, 1948. Though supposed
to have come to force on April
13, 1948, it was destined to be
the first Constitution of Nepal
as well as the only Constitution

2. The Interim Governance
Statute of Nepal, 1951
This is the second Constitution to be observed by the
people of Nepal and the first one
ever implemented. It was issued
as soon as the authoritarian Rana
regime gave way for multiparty
democracy in the aftermath of
World War II. The Interim Governance Statute of Nepal was
promulgated by the then King
Tribhuvan on February 18, 1951,
the day democracy dawned in

This is the second Constitution to be observed by
the people of Nepal and the first one ever implemented. It was issued as soon as the authoritarian
Rana regime gave way for multiparty democracy
in the aftermath of World War II
that failed to come into operation. Prior to the proposed date
of enforcement of Constitution,
Padma Shumsher left to India on
March 1, 1948 and forwarded his
resignation therefrom. His successor the last Rana Prime Minister Mohan Shumsher was not
liberal enough to progress with a
democratic rule book. Hence, the
Constitution faded into oblivion
without coming into force for
even a single day.
The Statute, comprising of
6 Parts, 68 Articles and 1 Schedule entailed the following salient
features:
Though this Statute failed
to see the light of day, it bears a
coveted academic value in that it
had, for the first time in Nepal,

Nepal following 103 years of
Rana oligarchy. It was approved
by the Council of Ministers on
March 30, 1951 and fully came
into force on April 11, 1951.
Though the Constitution
is often criticized for having vested too much power on the King,
it marked the transformation of
Nepali public from subjects to
citizens. It is also regarded for
having incorporated the constitutional bodies, fundamental
rights, Directive State Principles
and Policies in its text which later
laid the foundation to rule of law.
3. Constitution of Kingdom of
Nepal, 1959
The Constitution of Kingdom of Nepal, 1959 effectively
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Evolution of Constitutions in
Nepal
The conscience that a nation should be ruled by a constitution seems to have emerged in
Nepal right after the 2nd World
War. The constitutional journey of Nepal set off during the
waning days of autocratic Rana
regime. Rana Prime Minister
Padma Shumsher, known to be
lenient among the ruling class,
oversaw the drafting of a Statute in 1948, from which point to
till date, Nepali people have wit-

nessed a total of 7 Constitutions.
A synopsis of the Constitutions
enacted in Nepal by far may be
presented as follows:

marked the transition of Nepal
from political fluidity (1951 to
1959) to a settled stability. The
Statute was a prelude to a chain
of events that would change the
politics of Nepal forever, such as
the first general elections of 1959,
the 2/3 majority win of Nepali
Congress party in the polls, the
swearing in of BP Koirala as the
first democratically elected Prime
Minister of Nepal, cold war between him and the then ambitious King Mahendra, and the
King’s ultimate sacking of multi
party democracy.
The Constitution of Kingdom of Nepal, 1959, despite its
frailties, may be proclaimed as
the first practically democratic
constitution of Nepal. It may also

sacked the Nepali Congress government headed by BP Koirala
and banned the political parties
by invoking the emergency powers rendered by Article 55 of the
same Constitution.
Though the basic features
of this Constitution were democratic, the most compelling detriment of this Constitution was
its establishment of the King as
the source of entire powers. The
first general elections of Nepal
held from February 18, 1959 to
the second week of April, 1959
and the inauguration of the BP
Koirala led Nepali Congress government on May 30, 1959 were
carried out under the mandate of
this Constitution. The election
marked the gaining of a comfort-
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The first general elections of Nepal held from February 18, 1959 to the second week of April, 1959
and the inauguration of the BP Koirala led Nepali
Congress government on May 30, 1959 were carried out under the mandate of this Constitution.
The election marked the gaining of a comfortable
2/3 majority by the Nepali Congress through registering win in 74 out of total 109 seats.
be received as the final achievement of the anti-Rana struggle
in Nepal.
The services of eminent
British jurist Sir Ivor Jennings
were also procured in the process.
The Commission finally produced a Statute with 10 Parts, 77
Articles and 3 Schedules which
was promulgated by King Mahendra on February 12, 1959.
The Articles 73 and 75 came into
effect forthwith while the other
75 Articles came into force on
June 30, 1959. King Mahendra
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able 2/3 majority by the Nepali
Congress through registering
win in 74 out of total 109 seats.
Said to have included the
seeds of its own death within, the
Constitution could not prevail for
long before the seizure of power
by King Mahendra in his own
hands. Communist leader Puspa
Lal Shrestha said of the Constitution then: The Statute is even
opposed to the norm of constitutional monarchy. The Constitution replaces the diktats of Rana
Prima Ministers with that of the

current King and hence it is undemocratic. It has to be revised.
Likewise, BP Koirala was
of the view that: The Constitution of Kingdom of Nepal, 1959
is such a means that can lend a
helping hand in the blooming
of democracy. It also has the potential of being successfully used
against the very democracy itself.
4. Constitution of Nepal, 1962
The quintessential ego
clash between the popular Prime
Minister BP Koirala and the ambitious Monarch Mahendra culminated into climax on Thursday,
December 15, 1960, when the
King deposed the 2/3 majority
government of Nepali Congress
and dissolved both the Houses
of Parliament by invoking the
powers conferred him under Article 55 of the 1959 Constitution.
King Mahendra suspended most
of the Articles of Constitution
and proclaimed that he has taken
charge of the country’s governance. He formally inaugurated
the party less Panchayati system in Nepal on January 5, 1961
which was to rule Nepal for the
coming 30 years.
The 1962 Constitution,
divided into 20 Parts, 97 Articles
and 6 Schedules, was amended as
follows:
a) First Amendment of January
27, 1967: Provision of Panchayati sister organizations
in the Statute itself, National
Panchayat to remain open,
translation of English lexicons used in the Statute into
Nepali, for e.g. Mahanyayadhiwakta in place of Attorney
General. The Chief of Army
Staff, Zonal Administrators,
Royal Nepali Ambassadors

and Special Representatives
accorded with constitutional
status, etc.
b) Second Amendment of December 12, 1975: Insertion
of Back to Village National
Campaign, Commission for
the Prevention of Abuse of
Authority and the Royal Flag
into the Constitution, provision of Town Council, revised
term of office for the judges,
etc.
c) Third Amendment of December 15, 1980: Election
to the National Panchayat to
be held on the basis of adult
franchise, Council of Ministers to be accountable to the
National Panchayat instead
of the King, dissolution of
Back to Village National
Campaign and insertion of
Panchayat Policy and Review
Board, addition into the civic
duties, revision of Directive
Principles of the State and
of the composition of Privy
Council.

5. Constitution of Kingdom of
Nepal
Following the success of
the popular movement launched

life span, consisted of 23 Parts,
133 Articles and 3 Schedules. It
heralded Nepal’s transition from
a closed, opaque and restrictive
political system to an open, participatory and permissive oneAt
first, this 1990 Constitution was
extolled as one of the best constitutions of the world. However,
it courted controversy once the
then Nepal Communist Party
(Maoist), henceforth NCP (M),
decided to wage an armed struggle to end so called oppression
and exploitation in Nepal with
effect from February 13, 1996.
This was a watershed moment
in Nepali politics which would
later unfold a series of dramatic
events to shift the direction as
well as discourse of governance
and polity. Though the Statute
was trailblazing, compared with
its time, as regards rights, liberties and openness, its utility and
relevance began to deteriorate
because of the unitary system of
governance it had adopted, the
reluctance of political parties to
make timely amendments to the
Statute, the royal palace bloodbath of June 1, 2001 in which
the entire clan of the then King
Birendra was decimated, the rising ambition of successive King
Gyanendra to assume charge in
his own hands, and the need to
change the system due to the culminating Maoist civil war. Finally, it was replaced by the Interim
Constitution of Nepal in 2007,
along with the political system it
had professed.
6. Interim Constitution of
Nepal, 2007
Political upheavals struck
Nepal after 2001. The royal palace bloodbath of June 1, 2001
decimated the entire clan of the
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Though the Constitution
was remarkable in upholding the
values of nationality and equality
in the contemporary perspective,
it was marred by denial of time
relevant fundamental rights and
liberties of the people and legitimized the party less, centralized
and totalitarian Panchayati regime. The Constitution phased
out simultaneous to the reinstatement of multiparty democracy in Nepal in 1990. In other
words, the Constitution ushered
in by the Panchayati regime liquidated with the same.

by a coalition of Nepali Congress
and leftist forces from February 18, 1990 against the 30 year
Panchayati regime, the system
finally capitulated on April 8,
1990 and multiparty democracy
was reintroduced in Nepal on
the same day. An 11 member
interim coalition government,
comprising of representatives of
the Nepali Congress, the Unified Leftist Front and the King,
was inaugurated under the premiership of the then officiating
Chairperson of Nepali Congress,
Krishna Prasad Bhattarai on
April 20, 1990. The same government constituted a 10 member
Constitution Recommendation
Commission as follows on May
30, 1990, tasked with the responsibility of framing a new Statute
in line with the changed political
reality of Nepal that shifted from
autocratic Panchayati regime to
multiparty democracy:
This Constitution Recommendation Commission submitted the final draft of the proposed Constitution to the then
His Majesty’s Government on
September 10, 1990. The then
Prime Minister Krishna Prasad
Bhattarai got it slightly amended
and approved by the Council of
Ministers and forwarded it to the
then King Birendra on October
10, 1990 for his assent.
At last, the Constitution
of Kingdom of Nepal, 1990, a
manifestation of tripartite political compromise among the democratic, leftist and royal forces,
was finally promulgated by the
Late King Birendra on November 9, 1990. The erstwhile 1962
Constitution also ceased to be effective from the same day.
The Constitution, not
amended even once in its 16 year

then King Birendra, the successive King Gyanendra did not let
go his rising ambition to rule Nepal on his own, the then House
of Representatives was dissolved
on May 22, 2002, the government of Sher Bahadur Deuba
was deposed by King Gyanendra
on October 4, 2002, formation
of government under his own
leadership by the King Gyanendra on February 1, 2005; all unfolded one after the another.
The heat of Maoist insurgency
grew more than ever and a joint
movement by the Nepali Congress and leftist forces against the
royal rule finally took off. A 12
point understanding was reached
among the Nepali Congress, Nepal Communist Party (Unified
Marxist Leninist), henceforth

in Nepal.
A total of 7 political parties including the Nepali Congress and Left Front flagged off
the Popular Movement II on
May 22, 2005. The 12 point accord made with the NCP (M) on
November 22, 2005 opened the
gates for that party to join the
popular struggle. The election to
Municipalities conducted by the
then royal government on February 8, 2006 was actively shunned
by the mainstream political parties. The Supreme Court trashed
the Royal Commission of Corruption Control on February 13,
2006 through a landmark verdict.
The final and decisive round of
agitation kicked off on April 6,
2006 which was marked by overwhelming participation of gener-
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The Supreme Court trashed the Royal Commission of Corruption Control on February 13, 2006
through a landmark verdict. The final and decisive round of agitation kicked off on April 6, 2006
which was marked by overwhelming participation
of general public, ranging from peasants to workers, professionals to business people.
NCP (UML), and the NCP (M),
paved the way for Maoist participation in the fight against royalty.
The royal government formed on
February 1, 2005 fell into disfavor and exclusion and the writing on the wall was clear that a
storm of popular movement is
imminent. All these events ushered in the popular movement
of 2006 which brought the 240
year monarchy to its heels and
the erstwhile unitary, monarchical system of government was
replaced by a new, democratic,
multiparty and republican setup
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al public, ranging from peasants
to workers, professionals to business people. Hundreds of thousands of people voluntarily took
to streets demanding the reintroduction of democracy, multiparty
politics and abolishment of monarchy. When the employees of
government, Nepal Rastra Bank
and private sectors also partook
in the swelling movement, daily
administration came to a grinding halt. With the pitch and
concern of India and the West
increasing, the royal regime was
left nowhere to hide.

Consequentially,
King
Gyanendra heading the royal
rule was compelled to make
an announcement on April 21,
2006, inviting the 7 political parties to form a government with
executive powers pursuant to
Article 35 of the 1990 Constitution. However, as the parties paid
no heed to that offer, movement
and oppression further intensified. Finally, King Gyanendra
made another announcement
on April 24, 2006 which would
settle the political crisis. As per
the announcement, the House
of Representatives dissolved on
May 22, 2002 was to be reinstated, its meeting to convene on
April 28, 2006 and that he had
handed over the sovereignty back
to the Nepali people according
to the roadmap of 7 parties. Post
the announcement, political parties withdrew their protests, the
House of Representatives was
reinstated and Girija Prasad Koirala was appointed as the Prime
Minister upon the consensus of
political parties. A meeting of
House of Representatives convened on April 28, 2006 which
would proclaim a historic declaration on May 18, 2006.
Thus, the 19 days of intense public movement resulted
in the end of a protracted 11 year
Maoist insurrection, completion
of struggle of democracy against
the royal aristocracy, inception of
democratic republic, transformation of the unitary form of State
structure which was the cause of
all forms of exploitation and inequality into a federal structure
and the progressive metamorphosis of Nepali society by way
of a Constitution framed by the
Constituent Assembly. However,
the Nepali people also had to pay

The same day, a Legislature Parliament was inaugurated comprising of the representatives of
the NCP (M) as well also.
The Interim Constitution
of Nepal, 2007 which marked the
delayed but successful migration
of Nepal from unitary structure
and constitutional monarchy into
a federal framework and democratic republic was composed of
a total of 25 Parts, 167 Articles
and 4 Schedules. This apex, political and legal document was
amended 12 times in its 9 year
lifetime. A witness to numerous
political swings and turns, surprises and disappointments, the
Interim Constitution of Nepal,
2007 embodied the following
major attributes:
An order to remove the

which oversaw the election to the
2nd Assembly on November 19,
2013.
7. Constitution of Nepal (2015)
Prior to discussing Constitution of Nepal (2015), it would
be worthwhile to shed light on
the political developments post
the enactment of Interim Constitution of Nepal, 2007 till the
promulgation of the recent Constitution on September 20, 2015,
and its first amendment of January 23, 2016.
The Hotly Debated First Amendment to the Constitution
With a view to address the
national crisis created by the discontent of mainly the Madhesi
parties, the resultant months long

The Interim Constitution of Nepal, 2007 which
marked the delayed but successful migration of
Nepal from unitary structure and constitutional
monarchy into a federal framework and democratic republic was composed of a total of 25 Parts, 167
Articles and 4 Schedules.
exigencies was pronounced by
the then President Dr. Ram
Baran Yadav on March 13, 2013
to pave the way for the formation
of a non-partisan government for
conducting the 2nd election to
the Constituent Assembly following the dissolution of the first
Constituent Assembly without
delivering on its mandate to enact a new Constitution, and to
resolve the resulting political impasse. In the same vein, a Council
of Ministers was formed of the
professionals under the chairpersonship of Mr. Khila Raj Regmi,
the then Chief Justice of Nepal,

civil unrest and agitation in Terai-Madhes region, the deplorable deaths of nearly 60 agitators
and a dozen security personnel,
and the disruption in the import of goods and essential commodities at the Southern border
transit points, pursuant to the
consensus forged among the major political parties, viz. the NCP
(UML), UNCP (Maoist), Nepali
Congress and the Rastriya Prajatantra Party, Nepal (RPP-Nepal),
the hotly debated first amendment of the Constitution was
effected on Saturday, January 23,
2016 on the new Constitution of
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its cost in blood and tears. A total of 25 persons were martyred
in State oppression, hundreds
were injured and thousands of
agitators, including the leaders
of political parties, were subject
to arbitrary arrest and detention.
With the signing of a ceasefire
agreement between the Government of Nepal and the NCP(M)
on May 26, 2006, the 11 year
Maoist civil war came to a pause.
In this backdrop, it became expedient to frame and
enact a new Constitution for
institutionalizing the investment
and gains of 2nd Popular Movement (the first being that of 1990
to overthrow the party less Panchayati system) and to hold election to a Constituent Assembly, a
16 member Interim Constitution
Draft Commission was unveiled
on June 16, 2006, headed by the
former Judge of Supreme Court
Laxman Prasad Aryal. Following
the historic comprehensive peace
accord (CPA) signed between
the Government of Nepal and
the NCP (M) on November 21,
2006, the protracted Maoist insurgency ended gracefully.
With the tripartite agreement sealed among the Government of Nepal, the NCP (M)
and the United Nations on November 28, 2006, the country
formally embarked on the peace
process as well as on transition
period. The Interim Constitution
of Nepal, 2007, mandated to run
the peace process, smooth-sail
the transition and hold elections
to the Constituent Assembly for
drafting of a new Constitution
by people’s representatives and
thereby cementing the democratic republic in the nation, was
finally promulgated on January
15, 2007 with immediate effect.

Nepal promulgated on September 20, 2015, by more than 2/3
majority of the Parliament.
With the appeasement
of agitating Madhesi and Tharu communities in mind, this
amendment has guaranteed the
upsurge of election constituencies in Terai-Madhes region on
the basis of population. Further,
it also has ensured the enhanced
participation of the focused disadvantaged and downtrodden

classes of people in the State
agencies based on the principle
of proportional inclusion. The
erstwhile government led by the
Nepali Congress had registered
an Constitution amendment bill
at the Parliament on October 7,
2015, soon after the enactment of
the Constitution with a view to
amend its Article 42 relating to
proportional inclusion and Articles 84 as well as 284 pertaining to the election constituencies.

However, there was a delay in tabling the amendment proposal at
the Parliament owing to the protracted dispute between the ruling parties and the main opposition Nepali Congress party, as
regards the contents of amendment.
In the decisive voting witnessed by a furor of the agitating
Madhesi front, 468 out of the
currently existing 596 members
of the Parliament were present.
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The following modifications have been prosecuted in the earlier provisions following the first amendment to
the Statute:

Earlier
Right to Social Justice
Article 42(1): The socially
backward women, Dalits,
indigenous people,
indigenous nationalities,
Madhesis, Tharus, minorities,
persons with disabilities,
marginalized communities,
Muslims, backward classes,
gender and sexual minorities,
youth, peasants, labourers,
the oppressed, or citizens
of backward regions and
economically indigent Khas
Aryas shall have the right
to participate in the State
bodies based on inclusive
principle.

At Present
Right to Social Justice Article
42(1): The women, Dalits,
indigenous nationalities,
Madhesis, Tharus, Muslims,
backward classes, the minorities,
the marginalized, persons
with disabilities, gender and
sexual minorities, peasants,
labourers, the oppressed or
citizens of backward regions disadvantaged from economic,
social or educational perspective;
and the economically indigent
Khas Aryas shall have the
right to participate in State
bodies based on the principle of
proportional inclusion.

Composition of the House of
Representatives Article 84(1)
(a): One hundred and sixty
five Members to be elected
through the first past the
post electoral system, with
one being elected from
every election constituency
of one hundred and sixty
five election constituencies
delimited in Nepal based on
geography and population.

Composition of the House of
Representatives Article 84(1)
(a): One hundred and sixty five
Members to be elected through
the first past the post electoral
system, with one being elected
from every election constituency
of one hundred and sixty
five election constituencies,
delimited in Nepal on the basis
of population and geographical
consonance as well as exclusivity.
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Difference
Previously, both the classes
of indigenous people and
indigenous nationalities were
stated. However, as they
correspond to the same group
of people, it was replaced by the
term indigenous nationalities
as the single term would be
sufficient to address the intended
community of people. Hitherto,
whereas only the inclusive
principle had been written, now
it has been substituted with the
term principle of proportional
inclusion. Further, whereas thus
far, the socially backward classes
or groups were eligible to this
benefit, post this amendment,
the classes or groups backward
from the social, economic or
educational perspective shall
also be able to enjoy this right to
social justice.
Heretofore, equal primacy
was accorded to the variables
of geography and population
while delimiting the election
constituencies. However,
subsequent to this amendment,
now, population has superseded
geography in merit. Moreover, a
new variable of exclusivity also
has been added.

Earlier

At Present

Difference

Election Constituencies
Delimitation Commission
Article 286(5): While
delimitating election
constituencies pursuant to
this Article, the Election
Constituencies Delimitation
Commission shall so
demarcate the constituencies,
paying regard to the
population and geography
as the cornerstones of
representation, and as to
ensure that the ratio among
the geography, population
and number of Members of
such election constituencies
is equal, to the extent
practicable.

Election Constituencies
Delimitation Commission Article
286(5): While delimitating
election constituencies pursuant
to this Article, the Election
Constituencies Delimitation
Commission shall so demarcate
the constituencies in States,
subject to Clause (1) (a) of the
Article 84, by paying regard to
the population as the first basis
and geography as the second
basis, for representation, in
accordance with the Federal law;
and there shall be a minimum of
one election constituency in each
of the districts within the States.

Thus far, the elements of density
of population, geographical
exclusivity, administrative
and transport convenience,
community and cultural
aspects were to be factored in
while delimitating an election
constituency. However, hereafter,
by keeping the entire previous
variables intact, two new factors,
viz. population and geographical
consonance have been inserted.
It seems that this modification is
done so as to ensure consistency
between the amendments of this
Article and Article 84(1)(a) of
the Constitution.

Article 286(6): While
delimitating election
Article 286(6): While
constituencies pursuant to
delimitating election
Clause (5), regard shall have
constituencies pursuant
to be paid to population and
to Clause (5), regard shall
geographical consonance,
have to be paid to the
the density of population,
density of population,
geographical exclusivity,
geographical exclusivity,
administrative and transport
administrative and transport convenience, community and
convenience, community and cultural aspects of the said cons
cultural aspects of the said
constituency.
tions the amendment has made
on the delimitation of election
constituencies, out of the total
165 constituencies, earmarked
for direct elections, 80 may remain in the Terai-Madhes region
while the hills and mountains
of Nepal might get 85 election
seats. Moreover, whereas previously there were 17 clusters that
would have benefitted from proportional inclusion, they have
been reduced to 15 clusters by
excluding 22 clusters of indigenous peoples and youth. The
clusters should however belong
to groups that are backward from
economic, social or educational

perspective. The neighbouring
India, which had been enforcing
de facto blockade at the border
crossings since the promulgation of Constitution was prompt
in welcoming the amendment. It
further expressed optimism that
the remaining outstanding issues also shall be sorted out soon.
Subsequently, the major border
transit point of Birgunj reopened
on February 5, 2016 after 135
days of shut down from September 24, 2015.
However, the agitating
Madhesi front seems to be in no
mood of relenting, though its intensity of protest has mellowed.
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From among them, 461 lawmakers voted for and 7 against the
amendment bill. As such, the
Bill was easily passed through
an overwhelming majority. The
lawmakers to vote against the
amendment motion were 3 from
the ruling Rastriya Jana Morcha
(National People’s Front) and
4 from the Nepal Peasants and
Workers Party. The Madhesi
members of parliament (MPs)
abstained from the process.
Thus,
the
Constitution drafted and endorsed by
the Constituent Assembly got
amended in the 126th day of its
promulgation. As per the altera-
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On the very day the amendment
was passed by the Parliament,
its responsible leaders responded that it failed to address their
demands. As such, it now seems
that the Nepali domestic politics
shall remain entangled for still
some more time and the public
hardships show no signs of easing, at least for the coming few
months.
Strengths of the Constitution
of Nepal (2015)
The strengths of the Constitution of Nepal (2015), inaugurated after a long struggle and
patience of Nepali people may be
enumerated as follows:
• A Statute made out of immense public participation.
• The first Constitution drafted
by people’s representatives
and promulgated by a Head
of State that came from the
masses.
• Has left no stone unturned in
conferring rights to the Nepali
peoples.
• Has tried to pacify or address
the entire classes, sexes, groups
and communities.
• Power devolved to the grass
root (local) level by restructuring the previously centralized
State authority.
• Stability of governments taken into account. Has tried to
reign in the malpractices in
the formation and dissolution
of governments witnessed in
Nepal for long.
• Express demarcation of the
powers and responsibilities of
the Federation, State and Local Levels in the Schedules itself.
• Civic duties also prescribed as
supplementary to the fundamental rights.
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• The inclusion of districts
within particular States being
laid down in the Schedule itself.
• Provision of progressive,
forward-looking and multidimensional Directive Principles and Policies of the State.
• Opinions collected from the
entire 75 districts, far and
wide, also incorporated in the
final draft of Statute.
• A clear and full definitions
section.
• A list of concurrent as well as
separate powers of the Federation, State and Local Levels.
• Has led to the migration of
country from unitary to federal structure of governance.
Has institutionalized democratic republic. Fulfilled the
mandate left over by the Interim Constitution.
• Has duly wound up the 9 year
long transition period of Nepal.
• Has successfully concluded
the 9 year long peace process
in Nepal.
• Has followed on the best practices of previous constitutions.
• By learning lessons from the
debacles of previous constitutions where the Nepali people
could not enjoy the benefits
conferred in the numerous
fundamental rights, due to the
absence of laws to that effect,
a provision has been made
on Article 47 (Enforcement
of Fundamental Rights) of
the Constitution guaranteeing that the needful legal arrangements shall be made for
the enjoyment of rights within
3 years of commencement of
this Constitution.

• A balance has been sought vis
a vis the mountains, the hills
and the plains, the northsouth and east-west connection while including districts
under the States.
• States being formed not on
the feared ethnic basis but on
the basis of capacity.
• Right to participation in State
bodies for the various disadvantaged/backward
classes
and groups of people has been
guaranteed based on the principle of proportional inclusion.
• Election constituencies have
been delimited on the basis of
population, geographical consonance and exclusivity.
• In a bid to strike a balance between geography and population, it has been ensured that
each of the districts shall have
at least one election constituency for direct elections.
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Book Review

KAHAR

in order to fulfill the daily basic
needs. Sapkota has presented the
sufferings of people doing jobs
abroad in 11 headings in his book
“Kahar”.

T

Author: Janakraj Sapkota
Publisher: Kathalaya

The author gives us a
glimpse of realities of the youth
who are compelled to leave their
wife, babies and parents for better
jobs and secured future as they
see no other alternative in their
homeland. The book puts forward
issues like people forced to take
high interest loan from so called
social workers of the village, pay
high price than the price marked
by government, work jobs that are
of different nature than the ones
mentioned by the man power
company, getting only half of the
pay and some companies don’t
even pay the amount promised
even after the work is done and
consequently they have to leave the
company they have been working
for, for another company which
brings many issues.
Also, it has been mentioned
in the book that the workers
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here is no doubt to say
that one of the main
sources of income in our country
today is remittance. The youths of
Nepal are attracted to go abroad
for employment and everyday
hundreds of youth do so. Due to
the increasing trend of youths
going abroad for employment,
there has been lack of youths for
local development work and social
and cultural programs in many
rural areas.
The youths are forced to go
abroad because of various issues
like political instability, lack of
opportunities in their motherland
and poverty. Certainly, it has helped
in many ways for the economic
development of the country like
Nepal. The financial condition of
the households of the youths that
have gone abroad has also become
better and they are able to provide
quality education and health
facilities to their offspring.
Even though there are many
positive aspects of getting jobs
abroad, there are also dark sides of it
that don’t come into light. We have
seen several examples of family and
social issues that have arose due to
foreign employment. The book
“Kahar” is written highlighting
such issues. Written by journalist
Janakraj Sapkota, the book focuses
on the Nepali workers outside
Nepal and sufferings of their
family. The lack of employment
opportunities in Nepal has forced
people to get foreign employment

have to not only work for their
employer but also have to work
for the relatives of their employers.
They also face lot of harassments
and some even commit crimes
as they cannot handle such
harassments and this leads to life
time imprisonment. Many workers
who have gone abroad to reduce
the poverty have returned back
handicapped. The stories of women
whose husbands are in coma due
to the accidents they have been in
while working is deeply saddening.
Sapkota has also presented
the story of the workers who return
back in coffins and has described
the pain of their family. The author
has not just depicted the sadness,
pain and issues related to loan but
have also given us stories about the
crimes and negativity it brings.
In the book, the author
tells us the story of women who
have gone abroad as they are
unable to face torture of their
husbands and get harassed by their
employers while working abroad.
The book presents the fact about
the workers not willing to work
hard in their own nation but
go abroad. There are sufficient
examples seen in our society
where the families are running on
the basis of elderly, children and
women as all the young men are
heading towards foreign nations
for employment.
Foreign employment is not
the only option to live a better
life. There are many opportunities
that can be utilized and taken
advantage of to make our country
a prosperous one. The author wants
convey the message that we should
work in our own country and for
that the government needs to take
steps provide suitable environment
and create employment.
Hisila Maharjan
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